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at 3.10 m2. 

ADDRESS BY MR. RU'NALDD RONALD VENETIAAH, PRBSIDERT 01 TFIB Rl!WUEiLIC O? SURINAME 

w  (interpretation from Arabic): The Assembly will first 

hear an addreas by the President of the Republic of Suriname. 

l!lxADROIlaldBrn Qf thric of Bllamm L-.Y.m 

s--L- . 

mm (interpretation from ArabicIt On behalf of the 

General Assembly, I have the honour to welcome to the United Nations the 

President of the Republic of Suriname, His Excellency 

Mr. Runaldo Ronald Venetiaan, and to invite him to address the Assembly. 

Prrsident: The sequence of events which recently shook 

the world is clear evidence that ultimately the process of democratic change 

cannot be reversed. The democratic concepts and values that are now sweeping 

the world are recognixed as the most important unifying forces on this planet 

and the only reliable basis for justice, equality, prosperity and peaceful 

coexistence. Indeed, it is the universal acceptance of the dynamics of the 

process of democratizatic? that justifies the current wave of expressions of 

expectations for a better future. 

In this context we wish to share with members the lessons learned in our 

short history as an independent nation and to highlight, as a responsible 

member of the family of nations, what contributions the people of Suriname are 

making to the new hopes of the international community. 

After a sad and unexpected interruption of the democratic process in my 

country, which had gained new momentum in 1987, the people of Suriname have 

again - through a free expression of their will in general elections this 

year - demonstrated their unsuerving belief in democracy. In a peaceful 
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manner and with dignity our people have repeated their Jotermination to romsin 

in the ranks of those vho have pledged to make every necessary sacrifice to 

put an end to the ora of authoritarian and totalitarian rule. 

The people of Suriname have experienced the value and impact of 

international solidarity. In organiring our renewed expressions of freedom 

and democracy we have received inestimable encouragement and political 

support. On this memorable occasion we wish to express our appreciation and 

sincere gratitude to all individuals, organirations - among others the 

Organiration of American Stater and the European Community - and sympathetic 

Governments and peoples that supported UI during our long and arduous 

reorientation to democracy. I wish to repeat here that we shall alwayn 

remember all fellow-countrymen who gave their lives in our guest for freedom, 

justice and democracy, or who lost their lives in the performance of their 

duties. 

We have built a bridge to the new world and have helped to tear down the 

barriera that have hampered international communication and retarded progress, 

for we have learned that the democratic road is the moat effective means to 

remove physical borders and to establish a world in which genuine 

interdependence will dominate over narrow-minded chauvinism; where 

confrontation will make way for tolerance and dialogue: and where cultural and 

social differences will not discourage cooperation to overcome ethnicity and 

senseless rivalry. 

Thus through the unconquerable determination of the Surinamese people to 

choose constitutional democracy, we expressed an important goal of our foreign 

policy, namely to improve and deepen relations with other nations. It is in 

this context that we attach great importance to internal and external 

provisions for the promotion and protection of democracy in each country of 
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every continent. Within the rrhortest poreible time, therefore, the 

Constitution will be amended, making it a better reflection of the will and 

aspirations of our people with regard to the supreme role of the civil 

authority. 

But a democratic society must be rafeguardsdr it requires, among other 

things, a round economic base and the support of other democratic nations. We 

must, therefore, consider all suggestions made to organise regional mechanisms 

which would arsist vulnerable emerging democratic countries in defending 

democracy whenever the need ariae8, with due adherence to the principle of 

self-determination. 

To adapt our economy to changing international realities, and thu8 rrecure 

the basis for sound economic growth and safeguard the principle of social 

justice, my Government is conmnitted to realiring a multidimensional adjustment 

and recovery programme. The solution to the dilemma that arises from the 

conflicting priorities of adjuatment and stability, necessitatea a prudent 

approach, while international support is indispensable. To this end my 

Government will shortly enter into dialogue with friendly nations inside and 

outside our region. 
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Mr. President, my dslogstion ie pleased to 600 you, a representative of 

Saudi Arabia, a country with which Suriname enjoys friendly relations and 

cultural ties, presiding over the proceedings of the Gensrsl Assembly. You 

bring to this office a wealth of diplomatic experience and skill. We wish you 

every nuccesrr in the performance of your task and offer our unswerving support 

at all times. My delegation would like to convey its gratitude to your 

predecessor, Mr. Guido de Marco, the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for 

Foreign Affairs of Malta, for the excellent manner in which he guided the 

affairs of the forty-fifth session. During his tenure of office the 

Orqanitation engaged in a process aimed at enhancing the role of the United 

Nations in international affairs and decision-making and took one of the 

momentous decisions in its history. We also express appreciation to the 

Secretary-Genera3, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, for the excellent manner in 

which he too carried out his task in the recent turbulent period. 

The admission of new nations is completely in conformity with the 

cherished goal of universality which is enshrined in the Charter of our 

Organization. 

The membership of the Republic of Korea and the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea will certainly contribute to a peaceful solution of the 

Korean question and my delegation wholeheartedly velcomes them as full Members 

of the United Nations. 

The Government and people of Suriname also congratulate and welcome the 

Republic of the Marshall Islands and the Federal State of Micronesia and we 

rejoice at the admittance of the Baltic States - Estonia, Latvia and 

Lithuania - into the United Nations. Their presence among us today as Members 

of this Organization is a reflection of sweeping changes that are taking place 
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in today's world. The Goverruwnt of Suriname looks forward to cooperation 

with all the new Members. 

We wish to reconfirm that we will continue to base our relations with 

other nations on the Charters of the United Nations and the Organiration of 

American States and on the principles of the Movement of Non-Aligned States. 

Long historical bonds have forged special relationships between Suriname 

and many other countries. Moreover, there exist special cultural ties with 

some countries, among them the Netherlands. This relationship is nurtured and 

strengthened by the relatively large group of Dutch citizens who originate 

from Suriname, and by the Agreement for Development Cooperation, signed 

between the Republic of Suriname and the Kingdom of the Netherlands. 

I expect that my Government, which was chosen by general, free and fair 

elections, will receive the fullest support and cooperation in realizing its 

national goals. 

Suriname hopes and expects to find a favourable attitude with the 

Netherlands and among all friendly nations, both within and outside our 

region. With regard to the Netherlands, the Government of Suriname has 

declared its preparedness to have further talks in the near future on the 

possible deepening and extension of relations between t?- two countries. 

Now that the traditional causes of international tension and instability 

have been removed, practically every country is challenged by a phenomenon so 

pervasive that it defies national boundaries, so persistent that the fight 

against it devours many national treasuries and, indeed, so devastating that 

it threatens to destroy the very essence of civili ed man. It is no wonder, 

therefore, that Suriname, too, is among the victims r.f the evil and illicit 

trafficking and use of drugs. No one country alone can win the war against 
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the scourge - certainly not anal1 countries with a vulnerable economic base. 

Decisive and coordinated actions are called for, both at the regional and at 

the global level. 

We have begun, within the limits of our resourcea, to take action in this 

regard at the national level. My Government will strengthen our institutional 

framework and seek the most effective manner in which to contribute to the war 

against drugs. We have already signed treaties with neighbouring countries 

for effective cooperation but we are convinced that, with the restoration of 

democracy in Suriname, we have met one of the basic requirements for expanded 

and intensified international cooperation. 

The signing of the strategic arms reduction agreement by the United 

States and the Soviet Union constitutes a major step in achieving general and 

complete disarmament and will certainly contribute to a more stable and 

peaceful world. The process of arms reduction and disarmament, including the 

reduction and elimination of nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruction, 

should be pursued vigorously. Serious consideration should be given to 

utilizing the substantial resources released as a result of ditenta, in a more 

constructive manner. 

We note with much satisfaction that the processes of change in Eastern 

Europe have retained their dynamics. These processes, which are taking place 

with great difficulty, have our full support and sympathy. We are glad that 

the threat to the democratic forces in the USSR by means of a EOUP d etar 9 ’ , was 

of but short duration. We commend the Soviet people for their courage, which 

was undoubtedly the decisive factor. 

We had sincerely hoped that after the ODD- of the super-Powers, 

the world in general, and Europe in particular, would have entered an era of 
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peace and security. The ethnic confrontation taking place in Eastern Europe, 

however, fills us with deepest anxiety. We therefore call upon the parties 

involved to seek a solution for their differences by means of dialogue and not 

by force of arms. 

One of the fundamental causes of instability in the Middle East is the 

unresolved Arab-Israeli conflict and the Palestinian issue. My Government 

notes with appreciation the efforts made by the Government of the United 

States to promote the convening of a peace conference. We hold the view that 

a just and comprehensive solution is not possible without taking into account 

the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people based on Security Council 

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). We support the right to security of 

all States of the region, including the State of Israel. 

The positive changes taking place in South Africa are a source of hope 

and my Government welcomes the repeal of the main legislative principles of 

the apartheid system. However, pressure should be maintained until a 

democratic constitution has been established and 311 conditions as stipulated 

by the United Nations Declaration on South Africa have been met, 

The development strategies of the 1970s and 1980s shr> yed both their 

merits and their defects. Significant economic and social progrsss was made, 

particularly with respect to improving living conditions. However , millions 

of people in the world continue to live in poverty and ignorance, endure 

hunger , suffer from diseases, and die at an early age. The pressure of 

population growth over the next 10 years as well as the social side-effects of 

global restructur;Jg will most certainly add to the existing problems of the 

developing countries. This paints a gloomy pictllre and in today’s 

increasingly interdependent world, developed and developing countries have to 

address the needs of the people in a spirit of shared responsibility. 
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The challenge of combating backwardnoes, alleviating poverty and 

redressing social inequalities should be tackled through global cooperation. 

Xn this respect it should be notad that, fortunately, the emphasis at present 

is focused on human development and area8 like primary education, preventive 

health care and housing. 

International cooperation for development has now reached another phase. 

We have learned from experience, and in this respect a new approach ie being 

taken by the developing countries. This was reflected in the adoption of the 

agreed objectiveu of the Fourth International Development Strategy and in the 

Declaration on International Economic Cooperation. 

But it is disappointing that thus far little progress has been made to 

achieve the objectives agreed upon during the negotiations of the relevant 

United Nations initiatives. Problems such as the external debt, reverse 

transfer of resources from developing to industrialixed countries, and new 

forms of protectionism still constitute serious constraints in the development 

process. It should be noted, however, that despite these setbacks, the 

concept of development has given way to new perceptions which advocate greater 

cooperation for development and are geared toward5 shouldering of more 

responsibilities by the developing countries. 

We support the views expressed in the report of the South Commission that 

the developing countries should rely increasingly on their own resources and 

efforts for economic development, without isolating themselves from the 

North. Therefore, we should promote South-South cooperation and encourage all 

efforts to strengthen our collective self-reliance as a matter of priority. 

My Government underlines the South Commission's six-point global 

programme of immediate action and urges that in the near future serious 
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coamideration be given to convening a global m-it woting to discumm the 

objectives stated in the South report with the leaders of the Rorth. 

Since the establishment of the United Ratioar, it ham had to cope with 

maay challenges, uncertainties and frumtrstions, but has also experienced 

aucceos and achievements ia many fields. Recent events have focused attention 

once more on the role and functioning of the Organisation. The Gulf war has 

demonstrated that the United Nations is able to take decisive action to repel 

aggression and restore international peace and security. We hold the view 

that in future the effectiveness of the Organisation could be augmented even 

more. To that end, the Security Council should act with the same vigour and 

unanimity, whenever international peace and security are in jeopardy, that it 

demonstrated during the Gulf war. 

In this respect, my Government concurs with the view, recently underlined 

by the Secretary-General, that there should be a proper balance between the 

powers, prerogatives and responsibilities of the five permanent members of the 

Security Council and those of the 10 non-permanent members and between the 

Security Council and the General Assembly. 

In the first part of this year the General Assembly devoted considerable 

attention to finding ways and means to improve the functioning of the 

intergovernmental machinery in the economic and social fields of our 

Organization. My Government is of the opinion that the current process of 

reform should be continued, with the aim of enhancing the principle of 

democracy in the decision-making process of the United Nations. As the Group 

of 77 has stressed time and again, clarity and openness must be preserved and 

strengthened: only then will the United Nations system be able to become more 

responsive and accountable to all Member States. 
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We are moving toward8 the year 1992, which will be a year of rpecial. 

significance for the world. It will give UI the opportunity to reflect on the 

time-span of 500 years of development which has paesed since the first 

encounter of two continents. The year 1992 will also mark the beginning of 

.’ )w challenger and opportunities fcr present and future generations. Europe 

is rotting courbb for a fully integrated economic syrtQm. At the rame time, 

other regionr too are moving towards strengthening their economic integration. 

However, the unifying process in Western Europe has bsen accompanied by 

concern on the part of the developing countries, particularly the African. 

Caribbean and Pacific (APC) countries, which have developed a close economic 

exchange with Europe throughout the years. The fear that this process will 

cause severe suffering for these countries is related to the fact that they 

cannot risk any further imbalances in their current economic situation. Due 

consideration should be given to their established legitimate interests. 

A United Europe after 1992 might indeed widen the gap between North and 

South, but it could also deepen the awareness of the countries of the world, 

both rich and poor, of their ever-increasing interdependence, which should 

strengthen their sense of mutual responsibility. In this respect, we express 

our sincere hope that the Uruguay Round, which will offer a solid basis for 

constructive cooperation in the field of multilateral trade negotiations, will 

be brought to a successful end. 

We should approach in the same spirit the United Nations Conference on 

Environment an1 Development, scheduled to be held in Rio de Janiero, Brazil, 

which will be a critical landmark in the history of the world. A8 the 

underlying causes of the environmental deterioration are being identified and 

the preparedness to combat them has become a priority on the international 
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sgenda, the need to take effective meamure8 to achieve sustainable development 

is a matter of great urgency. The transfer of new and additional reoourcem to 

finance environmental programnes in the developing countries, as wall AS 

environmentally sound and efficient technologies, is imperative. Suriname is 

looking forward to this important undertaking of the United Nations next year, 

which should offer the world a new framework for rightr and obligations to be 

shared by mankind in the interest of the future of the entire world. 

We have noted that the universal mood for democratic change is 

irrevocable and basic to any degree of economic progress and social justice. 

Failure to utilite this momentum to solve the most serious problems that 

afflict mankind and continue to dominate oL;r agenda will take us to another 

age of despair. But the new respect and expanded role that our Organiaatioo 

has gained justifies our confidence and optimism. The Republic of Suriname is 

ready to take its share of the burden and make ita contribution to steady and 

lasting progresa in the world. 

The PBESIDEHT (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General Assembly, I. wish to thank the President of the Republic of Suriname 

for the statement he has just made. 

Mr. Runaldo Ronald Venetiaan. President of th&-Rgpublic of Suriname, we 

escorted from the General Assemblv1IplJ. 
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GISNRRAL. DBBATR 

tfLAQWX (India): I have great pleasure in congratulating you, 

Sir, on your assumption of the presidency of the Genoral Assembly at its 

forty-sixth serrion. I am confident that your wise leadarehip will enable 

this session to deal succosrfully with the broad agenda beforo it. You may 

count 01) my delegation’s cooperation in the discharge of your onerous 

responsibilities. 

I would like to record my appreciation for the energetic and imaginative 

presidency of your predecessor, Ambassador Guido de Marco of Malta. 

The Secretary-General of the United Nations, His Excellency 

Mr. Perez de Cuellsr, who has served the international community at a critical 

turning-point in modern history, deserves our deep gratitude and unstinting 

admiration. His indefatigable energy, dedication, diligence, imagrnstion and 

resourcefulness have enabled the United Nations to play a pivotal role in the 

resolution of many crisis situations. 

I am dolighted to welcome in our midst the Democratic People's Republic 

of Korea and the Republic. of Korea. India enjoys excellent relations with 

both and trust5 that their admission to the United Yations will further 

contribute to dialogue and reconciliation in the Korean peninsula. This would 

also enable them to contribute more effectively to the strengthening of peace 

and security in the region and in the world at large. We are happy that the 

Baltic Republics - Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania - have taken their rightful 

plac5 in the Organization. Similarly, I should like to congratulate the 

Federated States of Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall Island5 on 

their admission to the United Nations. 
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In the year that has elapsed s-ace the forty-fifth serrion of the General 

A8eembly, India and the world lomt a dirtinguirhed statesman in the person of 

Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, the former Prime Miniator of India. Rajiv Gandhi’8 

conazitment and dedication to the cause of peace and international 

understanding naturally made him an extremely ardent rupporter of the United 

Ration&. He firmly believed that the Organixation, where the entire 

international conununity io represented, offerr an ideal forum to tackle the 

manifold problems facing mankind: eradication of poverty, disarmament, 

environmental conservation, elimination of the menace of drugs and IBO on. He 

was particularly concerned about the threat of total annihilation posed by 

nuclear arsenals, and he will long be remembered for the Action Plan for a 

nuclear-weapon-free and non-violent world that he presented to the special 

sension on disarmament in 1988. 

The recent dramatic changes in the world have led to a restructuring of 

international relations. After decades of the cold war, there is a move 

towards dialogue to replace confrontation, trust to replace suspicion and, 

above all, peace and cooperation to replace strife and discord. Democracy is 

taking root in the Eastern European countries, which are, at the same time, 

making efforts to integrate into the world economy. The process of change in 

the Soviet Union, initiated by President Gorbachev’s policies of Perestroika 

and Q.&MQ&L, has received further momentum recently. Elsewhere in the world, 

too, there ia evidence of the successful assertion of the democratic 

aspirations of the people. In our own region, there are the shining examples 

of Bangladesh and Nepal. As the Secretary-General has aptly put it in his 

report on the work of the the Organization: 

“Today there are far more solid grounds for hope than there are reasons 

for frustration and fear.” (A/46/1, o, 22) 
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While welcoming these positive changem, we cannot but be aware of tha 

formidable obstacle0 we atill face in the creation of an equitable and just 

world order. Glaring inequalities continue to plague our planet. Disparities 

among countries and groups of countrier have not only persisted, but have also 

widened. If  the promise of a restructured framework for international 

relations is to be realired. it must address the interesta of all and must ho 

accepted by all. 

India was among the firat to speak out, several decades ago, against the 

division of the world into hostile camps. The policy of non-alignment, 

embraced by most of the newly independent nations. stressed the right of 

nations to determine their own destinies. The Non-Aligned Movement called 

upon the super-Powers not only to end their rivalry but also to work in 

cooperation for the benefit of the world. The present situation, marked by 

the disappearance of bloc rivalries and their replacement by increasing 

cooperation among major Powers. is a vindication of the Movement’s basic 

plank. AS the recent meeting of the Ministers of the non-aligned countries in 

Accra declared, the Movement will continue to be an important factor in 

international relations by pursuing the goal of establishing a society based 

on social, economic and political justice through dialogue and cooperation. 

The relaxation of tensions in international relations has inevitably led 

to progress in the resolution of a number of crisis situations. In Central 

America, Nicaragua and El Salvador have ceased to be arenas of conflict and 

tension. Peace has dawned in Angola with the signing of an accord between the 

parties concerned. Cambodia is on the verge of a negotiated solution. Cyprus 

and Afghanistan also seem to be moving towards a peaceful settlement. In 

Western Sahara, a referendum sponsored by the United Nations is about to be 

held, ending decades of acrimony and conflict in the region. 
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The crucial role that the United Mations ham started to play in these and 

other crisis situations is in keeping with its original mandate. The 

convergence of the objectives of the permanent members of the Security Council 

haB led to a consensus among them on several issuecl, as envisaged in 1945. 

The United Nations, at the sane time, needs to be strengthened and reformed in 

order to live up to the expectations placed in it. 
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In thin conrection. one of the challenges faced by the United Nations today is 

to make it truly representative of the interests and aepirations of all its 

Members and to make it an arena of cooperative action of all nations and 

peoples. 

As the Non-Aligned Movement has recently reiterated, the current efforts 

at reform of the United Nations should include measures designed to make the 

decision-making process at the United Nations, particularly in the Security 

Council, more democratic and transparent. In this context, we should examine, 

as a matter of urgency, the proposals before UI for an expansion of the 

Security Council to reflect the increased membership of the United Nations and 

to ensure a more equitable and balanced representation of the Members of the 

United Nations in the Council. 

This year has seen the conclusion of the Strategic Arm8 Reduction Treaty 

(START), an outstanding achievement in the field of nuclear disarmament. For 

the first time in history, there is going to be real reduction in the 

strategic nuclear forces of the United States and the Soviet Union. This has 

been long overdue, but there is no reason to be complacent. The process of 

reduction of nuclear weapons must continue. The START reductions are very 

limited and are confined to numbers, without any effect on the quality of 

these weapons. The reductions should now be deeper, quicker and should 

involve all the nuclear-weapon States. The Treaty should not lead to 

qualitative upgrading of the remaining arsenals, nor should the warheads 

released be reused in other systems. 

Nuclear weapons have no place in today's world and with the end of the 

cold war the irrelevance of the doctrine of nuclear deterrence stands further 

exposed. Unfortunately, new theories of deterrence are being developed in 
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order to 1egItiniae the continued pomma8sion and improvement of nuclear 

weaponr. Deterrence is now being concaivod either in the halsnca-of-power 

context or agaiant the so-called delinguent powers among developing 

countrier. 

The action plan proposed by India at the third special session on 

disarmament in 19llB aesumea increased relevance today. The present is the 

opportune moment to conwnence work for a new treaty to give 10981 affect to a 

binding comnittnent by the nuclear-wespon States to OlimJnate nuclear weapons 

within a time-bound framework, and by all non-nuclear-weapon States not to 

cross the nuclear threshold. The implementation of the action plan could alaa 

help in ending the unnatural division of the world into nuclear “haves” and 

“have-nots” and the need to erect all kinds of discriminatory ad hoc regimes 

to sustain such a division. 

The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty symbolites this division. India has 

not accepted the Treaty because it does not impose reciprocal obligations on 

the nuclear-weapon States to eliminate nuclear weapons. Furthermore, t:le 

Treaty enforces inequitable full-scale safeguards on all the nuclear 

activities of the non-nuclear-weapon States without imposing commensurate 

obligations on the nuclear-weapon States. 

Nevertheless, I should like to state that, even without having signed the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty, India has scrupulously adhered to a 

non-proliferation policy and has never helped any other nation in developing 

nuclear weapons. We ahall continue to abide by such a policy. 

We also have our best opportunity in the coming year to conclude a global 

convention banning chemical weapons. India is committed to vorking along with 

all those delegations that wish to complete the work on a draft 

chemical-weapons convention within the stipulated time frame. What remains to 
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be done in the field of verification, compliance and consultative mechanism 

should bo accomplished rithout further delay through cownon effort and 

understanding. We should all realise that the greater good of humanity is at 

stake in the abolition of chemical weapons and this good should not be 

compromised for lesser, short-term snda. 

The Gulf crisis earlier this year underscored the inadmissibility of 

aggression by one country against another. Like the rest of the international 

colununity, we feel gratified that aggression has been reversed. We rejoice 

that Kuwait is once again a sovereign independent State. The Gulf reqion has 

long been a focal point of tension and instability. This region is our 

neighbour, and we are hopeful and confident that, following the recent crisis, 

there will be peace and stability in the region. 

As a member of the Security Council since January of this year, India has 

tried to play a constructive role in the Council’s effort to deal with the 

Gulf crisis. We lent support to all endeavours to secure the withdrawal of 

Iraq from Kuwait without resorting to war. Once the war started, we combined 

our efforts with those of like-minded countries to bring it to a speedy end 

and, in any case, to ensure that the destruction and devastation unleashed by 

the war remained limited. We also tried to assert the Security Council’s role 

in guiding the course of the war and in calling for a cease-fire. Being 

conscious throughout of the humanitarian aspects of the crisis, we made a 

number of proposals in the Council to provide succour to the innocent civilian 

victims of the conflict. 

The Gulf crisis and the ensuing war severely damaged the economies of 

many countries, including my own. Nevertheless, we remained in step with the 

international community in imposing comprehensive sanctions. The Gulf crisis 

demonstrated that in the present era of global economic interdependence, the 
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impoaition of sanctions in a region, particularly when that rogion happen6 to 

be a major OOUTC~J of the energy supply, is bound to have an adverre effect on 

the economies of II large number of other couatrier both within and outside the 

region. 

Our experience of invoking Article 50 of the Charter to seek redress was, 

to say the least, both frustrating and disappointing. The consideration of 

our case took place after long delays and it resulted only in a call on Uember 

States and United Nations specialised agencies to give attention to our 

problems. A lesson that we should draw from this experience is that, in 

future, a mechanism should be devised for the automatic cofmnencement of action 

under Article 50 in the event of the imposition of sanctions. As the 

Secretary-General stated in his report on the work of the Organisation: “‘0 

today’s conditions of economic interdependence, the effect of the imposition 

of comprehensive economic sanctions on third States that are economic partners 

of the offender State requires that Article 50 of the Charter be supplemented 

by appropriate arrangements creating obligations to assist concretely the 

disadvantaged third State or States”. (A/46/1, p.6) 

The Gulf region still suffers from the aftermath of war. The United 

Nations has the duty and responsibility to exert all its energies to remove 

the suffering, hunger and squalor left behind by the war. This is 

particularly true of the Iraqi civilian population, whose misery is not 

lightened by the continuation of economic and trade sanctions. We cormnend the 

humanitarian assistance provided to the people of the region by Member 

countries as well as United Nations agencies. At the same time, we believe 

that any outside intervention in a Member country on humanitarian grounds 

constitutes an abridgement of national sovereignty and is, therefore, fraught 

with serious implications. 
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We eincerelp hope that the flexibility shown by all partior concernod 

will help to rerolve the Middle Baot conflict, at the core of which ir the 

Paleetiaiaa question. India applaud8 the arliduourneea with which the United 

States ha8 worked to get the varlour partiem involved to the negotiating 

table. I trurt that there l fforta, along with thorn of the partiee concerned, 

will mark a beginning in the rerolution of the vexed Middle last problem. We 

believe that a just and comprehenrivo settlement 0,. l the Widdle Bast question 

will be possible and durable only if it restores to the Palertinian people 

their fundsmental rights, includinq their right to a homeland. 
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I mentioned Cambodia esrlier. Itvettr there are shaping towards uhat we 

hope will be a peaceful resolution of the conflict. We specially welcome the 

Cambodian delegation to the United Nations, led by His Royal Aighness Prince 

Sihanouk, Chairman of the Supreme National Council of Cambodia, which has 

recently taken several initiatives in bringing Cambodia closer to an era of 

peace and restoration. 

India appreciates the contribution made by the five permanent members of 

the Security Council and the Paris International Conference on Cambodia 

towards resolving this long-dram-out problem. We are glad to be associated 

with this process as a member of the Paris International Conference. The 

Cambodian people, who have suffered so much in the past, deserve the continued 

support of the international conrnunity to complete the badly needed process of 

national reconciliation and reconstruction. We look forward to the emergence 

of Cambodia as a so*!ereign. independent, neutral and non-aligned nation in 

accordance with the wishes of its people. 

I trust that the Secretary-General’s five-point plan on Afghanistan will 

inspire the parties to the conflict to negotiate a framework for resolving 

this issue. We welcome the decision by the United States and the Soviet Union 

not to supply arms to the parties involved, but this step will be effective 

only if supplies from other sources also stop forthwith. The United States 

has a major role to play in this regard. We call for a comprehensive 

political settlement of the conflict in Afghanistan which would preserve the 

sovereign, non-aligned and independent stdtus of Afghanistan. 

Of late, further movement in dealing with the Cyprus issue is 

discernible. India supports peace efforts that ensure the sovereignty, unity 

and territorial integrity of Cyprus, and in this light welcomes further 

neyotiatiors under United Nations auspices. 
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Mysnmar remains deprived of the democratic rights its own people voted 

for over three years ago. India calls upon the Hyanmar leadership to accept 

the people’s verdict and work with them to restore democracy in the country. 

The South African Government has recently undertaken a number of positive 

steps towards dismantling the apartheid regime. We welcome these changes. At 

the same time, we remain fully aware that a lot more needs to be done. The 

South African authorities must immediately take all necessary measures to 

start the process of negotiations. Equally important is curbing the 

continuing violence in certain parts of the country. The pressure that has 

been brought to bear on Pretoria by the application of sanctions has proved to 

be useful and must be sustained. The international community must remain 

vigilant until the complete eradication of apartheid and the transformation of 

South Africa into a non-racial, unitary democracy. 

While apartheid is on the retreat in South Africa, an attempt is being 

made to institutionalize racism in Fiji. The interim government in Fiji has 

incorporated into a new constitution certain provisions which are in violation 

of the internationally accepted principles of democracy and human rights. By 

institutionalising oppression and injustice, Fiji appears to be moving 

backwards in history to a darker age. The Suva regime should abandon such 

anachronistic policies and join the rest of the world in enlightened 

democratic governance. 

In the economic field, there is an increasing trend of integration of the 

process of production, consumption and trade in the world economy, brought 

about mainly by the communications revolution. This has led to an 

unprecedented enhancement of the interdependence of nations and increasing 

competitiveness among major operators in the world economy. One of the very 
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significant outcomes of this phenomenon has been the creation and 

strengthening of regional economic groupings, particularly among developed 

countries. Western Europe is moving towards an integrated market by the end 

of 1992. The former East and West Germanys have been united. In a few years 

Germany is expected to emerge as an even stronger economic Power. While these 

are significant economic changes, we do not see concomnitant moves towards 

meaningfully addressing North-South development issues, 

Responding to the changing realities, many developing countries are 

making strenuous efforts to carry out structural changes in order to meet the 

challenges. We in India have also introduced far-reaching changes in our 

industrial, trade and monetary and fiscal policies. Our aim is to remove 

unnecessary controls and regulations so as to release the creative forces in 

the economy and realise its full potential. As a consequence of these policy 

changes, we envisage sharply increased interlinkages with the world economy. 

We need the understanding and cooperation of our partners from developed 

countries to derive the full benefits f;om the measures we have adopted and as 

a cushion against the short-run pressures that may build up. We also need an 

international ccc omit environment which is conducive to ensuring the success 

of such measures. In various multilateral organizations, it will be our 

endeavour to work towards establishing an international economic order which 

is truly multilateral and based on the principle of non-discrimination and the 

rule of law. 

The overall external economic environment for developing countries 

remains unfavourable. Many of these countries are facing the problem of 

worsening terms of trade, increasing problems in finding access to advanced 

technology, and reductions in the resources available for development. 
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The overall debt ritualion for the developing countrier has asrumed 

alarming proportiona and poses a 8eriou8 threat to their economic viability. 

A rolution to the developing countrime’ debt problem would need a 

comprehensive and integrated strategy encompa88lng all categories of affected 

countries and all forms of debt. 

hgain8t this backdrop, the Secretary-General’8 proposal for an 

international conference on the financing of development deservas support. As 

he further point8 out in hi8 report on the work of the Organi8stionr 

“A reinvigoration of the North-South dialogue has now become more urgent 

than ever. Fortunately, condition8 eriat now for advancing it 

constructively without a needle88 overlay of rhetoric or ideological 

controversy.” (b/46/1, D, 12) 

India attaches great importance to an early, succeaaful and balanced 

outcome of the current Uruguay round of multilateral trade negotiations. We 

are a serious partner in these negotiations, which we approach with an open 

mind and a considerable degree of flexibility. But ue have our oun concerna 

to be met and interests to safeguard. That ia why we have been insisting that 

the overall package that emerges from these negotiations must contain specific 

and time-bound commitments on issue8 of concern to developing couatriea. 

The developments of recent years have further validated the disarmament 

and development linkaqe and made it a reality. National budgetary policies of 

some of the major military Powers already provide for the channelling of 

resources now lucked into the arms race into economic growth. The peace 

dividend now needs to be realized at the international level. The 

International Conference on Disarmament and Development envisaged mechanisms 

in this regard which should be put into effect. 
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We notice another disturbing trend in the economic field. Attempts are 

being made to factor into the calculus of international and bilateral economic 

cooperation, non-economic considerations such as good governance, observance 

of human rights, environment, military expenditure, and so on. The Indian 

polity in firmly anchored on political pluralism and individual freedom. We 

attach high priority to the preservation of the environment and would very 

much like to reduce our military budget. But these laudable goals should 

apply to all countries, developed and developing. What is questionable is the 

linkage of these issues with development assistance of which only the 

developing countries are the recipients. 

Environmental concerns are fast moving to the top of the world agenda and 

are rightly at the forefront of international concern and attention. We are 

convinced that environmental problems cannot be isolated from the general 

issue of development and must be viewed as an integral part of development 

efforts. For global environmental problems to be dealt with effectively, we 

need to forge i global partnership which seeks to protect the environment 

while simultaneously addressing the development requirements of the developing 

countries. 

It is well recognized that the principal sources of pollutants in the 

environmeot lie in the developed countries and these countries accordingly 

bear the main responsibility for combating such pollution. Furthermore, if 

financial, technical and other capabilities are also taken into account, then 

i; becomes quite clear that the responsibility for undertaking corrective 

action devolves on the developed countries. Without the provision of 

adequate, new and additional financial resources and environmentally benign 

technologies on preferential and non-consuercial terms, it would be difficult 

for the developing countries to adopt environmentally safe and desirable 
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tochaologies, much as they would like to do so. Such tochnologios should Dot 

become simply snothor ~outce of comnarcial profit for the developed world. 

India ~111 continue its constructive contribution to the preparations for 

the 1992 Unitad RatioDs Conference OD tnvirownt aDd Development. We hope 

that at the Conference the twin irrusm of OnviroDReDt and development will be 

addrersed in a balanced way and in their totality. 

India is glad to see changes around the world that serve to streagthen 

fundamental human rights. India’s own deep co-itment to human rights, true 

to its democratic traditions and practices, ia well known. India’s 

parliamentary inatitutionr, independent judiciary, free press and public 

opinion provide the necessary checks and balancea to safeguard individual a8 

well as collective human rights. I would, however, urge caution in projecting 

the promotion of human rights in an intrusive manner that militates against 

national sovereignty. Contexts and situations differ from country to country, 

and international concern for human rights preservation should not detract 

from the effort5 in the same direction made by the country concerned. 

In recent years, terrorism has emerged as one of the most dangerous and 

pernicious threats to the enjoyment of human rights, peace and stability in 

many parts of the world. Through killings, kidnappings, extortion and other 

such means, terrorists and their organisations have effectively usurped the 

basic human rights of innocent civilians. In a number of cases, they are 

using brutality and fear to undermine the free functioning of democratic 

institutions, including the legislative, executive and judiciary branches of 

government, as well a5 the press. Such terrorism assumes a particularly 

pernicious form when it is aided, abetted and sponsored from abroad. 

Sponsorship of terrorism in another country constitutes a violation of the 

principles governing relations among States which have been enshrined in the 
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United Wstionm Charter. Thim demervem the condemnation of the international 

corenunity. 

Drug abume control ham gained a conmendablo neamure of global 

co-operation. Drug abume im a menace calling for concertad and rtroag action. 

India welcomer the emtablimhrnent of the United llstionm Global Prograrmne of 

Action for international drug control. We would rtrerm the need for 

additional financial remourcem and technical ammimtance for crop substitution 

and other meamureo to combat drug trafficking and abuse. 

In conclusion, let me say that we in India wimh the recent epochal 

changes worldwide to be the harbingers of peace, prorperity and an equitable 

and just world order. The lagic of progress in on the side of thoert who think 

and act progressively, not of those who wish to remain frozen in an 

unresponsive status quo. India looks forward to cooperating with other 

nations in the noble endeavour of strengthening world peace and cooperation. 

Mr. SAMMA (Papua New Guinea): On behalf of the Government and 

people of Papua New Guinea, it is my pleasure to congratulate you, Sir, on 

your election to the important post of President of the General AsrJembly at 

its Y’orty-sixth session. 

As you ate aware, Papua New Guinea's Foreign Minister, 

Sir Michael Somate, was a candidate for the presidency of this session of the 

General Assembly. As a democratic country whose Constitution is based on 

United Nations principles and practices, we of course accept the collective 

decision of this body in electing you as its President. We pledge ourselves 

to working with you during your term of office with much pleasure and 

gratitude. On the basis of the principle of shared responsibility, we intend 
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to maintain our strong commitment to the United Nationr. We will continue to 

make our modest contribution to the work of the world'l highest body. 

Allow me to place on record Papua New Gulnoa'r appreciation for the 

excellent job accomplirhed by your predecea8or, Iii8 Excellency 

Mr. Guido de Marco of Melts. Among hia preraing responsibilities, he hae been 

instrumental in the ongoing reform ererciroa at the United Nations, and my 

delegation commends his contribution to that important development. 

Papua New Guinea's commitment to the United Nations ir rooted in our 

Conatitution, which establirhes a democratic ayrtem of government and protects 

the basic rights and fundamental freedoms of the individual within the 

framework of society. Our national Constitution provides for due procers of 

law to enaure that personal liberties are protected by impartial and 

independent courts of law. Within our constitutional framework, we have 

established an extensive and working legal system of checks and balances to 

ensure that executive government is fully accountable to its people. 

The fundamental provisions of our Constitution embody the ideals and 

values of democracy, more conducive within our Melanesian practices of 

consensus in democratic decision--making. We support the processes of 

democratization now under way throughout the international community. 

Papua New Guinea welcomes the new Members to the United Nations. Their 

membership is a clear indication of their support for the increasing 

importance of the United Nations. We join other delegations in congratulating 

and welcoming the Baltic States of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania as new 

Members of the IJnited Nations. We alar, congratulate the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea, the Federated States of Micronesia, the Republic of Korea 

and the Republic of the Marshall Islands for their admission as full Members. 
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Thir la indeed en event of himtotic Impottence for thm Governmenta sad 

peoplom of thorn0 Stater, aad we joia them In celebratlnq thim important and 

unique occmion. b4y dolegntion Im particuhrly proud to witnorm the mhimmlon 

of two momberm of the South Pacific Forum, tbe tedoretod &Water of Wicronemis 

and tho Republic of the Marrhall Irlandr, becsume we have contributed toward8 

the procow of rolf-detorminetion and independence for both there imland 

statsr . We are pleeeed that the sapirationa of their peoploa have bow 

realired. 
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Papua New Guinea: firmly believes also that the &nission of the two 

Korean am members of the international community is n significant devsloprnent 

in the region. It is our sincere hope thut their admission to the United 

Nations will accelerate and provide an additional avenue for dialogue in the 

reunification process. 

The Assembly convene6 at a time of rapid change in the global political, 

economic and social arenas. It is also a period when there is ever-increasing 

concern for the future destiny of our global environment. These developments 

have placed the international community in a more precarious position than 

ever before. Therefore it is vital that this Assembly continue to play a 

leading role in finding solutions concerning these challenges. In this 

regard. we welcome the reform exercise that ia currently being pursued at the 

United Nations to improve its effectiveness. 

The achievements over the years of the United Nations system are 

commendable, particularly in the areas of decolonization, disarmament, the 

environment, social justice and the maintenance of world peace and security. 

My delegation highly comnends the Secretary-General, Mr. Perez de Cuellar, for 

his strenuous efforts in upholding the principles and purposes of the United 

Nations Charter. We strongly believe that a strengthened United Nations 

system is necessary SO that it can play a pivotal role in promoting peace and 

security as well as equitable economic relations between developed and 

developing countr iea. Papua New Guinea, since its accession to independence 

in 1975 and its subsequent admission to membership to the United Nations, has 

played and will continue to play its part consistent with the underlying 

principles and purposes of the United Nations Charter. 
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We AIR ent-t)uraqed by t.he yosit.ive changes in relations between nations. 

The marked improvement in Cast West relationa, particularly between the 

super-Powers, and their combined effort-a to find solutions on many of the 

global insues bring hope and optimism to int~ernational CoopQratiOn. 

While we were alarmed at the recent developments in the Soviet IJnion, we 

are, howevc? r , plenaed to not.0 t.he positive developments that are currently 

taking place in t.hat country. It is our hope that that great country will, 

through neqotiations and dialogue, find solutions to its current difficulties 

and continue to contribute to international cooperation and development. 

Our region, the South Pacific, is relatively free of major conflicts and 

tensions. Nevertheless, we are not immune from the effects of external 

problems elsewhere. The South Pacific Community is comprised of many small 

island States scatt.ered throughout the vast South Pacific. We largely depend 

on a limited number of agricultural and marine products for our livelihood and 

export income. Our struggle is, therefore, one of survival. 

While we welcome positive contributions towards the overall development 

of our region, we also believe that external efforts in this development 

process should not lead to situations that would threaten our environment, our 

limited resources and in particular our livelihood. 

For these reasons, the South Pacific Forum initiated and concluded a 

number of important arrangements to safeguard our region and our resources. 

These arrangements include the South Pacific Nuclear-Free Zone Treaty, the 

Convention for the Protection and Development of the Natural Res0urcr.s and 

Environment and the Convention for the Prohibition of Drift-net Fishing in the 

South Pacific. 
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Last year marked the thirtieth anniversary af the historic Declaration on 

the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. It is also 

the desire of the United Nations to ensure total eradication of colonialism by 

the year 2000. Even though the struggle against colonialism has been largely 

aucceaaful, our region still places great importance on the emancipation of 

the remaining colonial Territories and their peoples around the world, 

including those in the South Pacific. 

My country remains coarnitted to the work of the Special Committee on 

decolonixation to ensure that the United Nations Decade for the Eradication of 

Colonialism is effectively implemented. 

My delegation is particularly encouraged by the measures being taken in 

New Caledonia by the French authorities under the Matiqnon Accords, in 

cooperation with all sectors of the population, to promote equitable 

political, economic and social development in order to provide a framework for 

that Territory’s peaceful evolution to self-determination and independence. 

We welcome the willingness of the French Government to allow a South 

Pacific Forum ministerial visiting mission to New Caledonia this year. 

Likewise, we further seek the cooperation of the French authorities to 

facilitate regular visits to New Caledonia by visiting missions of the United 
- : 

Nations to monitor the developments in that Territory. 

My Government believes that in order to facilitate smooth transition to 

self-determination and independence, the Administering Authority must enhance 

opportunities for assistance in education and training, especially for the 

Kanaks of New Caledonia, There are other dependent Territories in the reqion 

which must also be given opportunities by the Administering Authorities 

concerned to achieve self-determination. 
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More than ever before, tho l nviroowat-rolatod irruor have increasingly 

occupied an important place on the agenda of the United Nations, aa well as 

being of concmrn to individual countries and regiona. The continuing 

deterioration of our global environment is a matter of grave concern to all of 

UI. If thin tread is allowed to continue unchecked, it will moot certainly 

disrupt the global ecological balance and jeopardise the Earth’s 

life-sustaining cspacitios. 

no in the South Pacific are alarmed at rho changing global climatic 

conditions which threaten present and future generations with untold economic 

and social consequences. Therefore we appeal to the world conwnunity to 

consider with the utmost seriousness how we can control global patterns of 

production and consumption, to avoid the degradation of the global 

life-support systems. 

The global warming and climatic changes which are causing rising 

sea-levels are a direct threat to the very survival of the small island 

State8. In this regard, we commend the effort8 of the Association of Small 

Island States to seek the cooperation of the international community to 

develop a framework convention on climate change. 

We firmly believe that international cooperation in the field of 

environmental protection calls for ,- global multilateral approach so that all 

aspects of the issw can be considered, while, at the same time, the 

development priorities of developing countries are retained. 

We are pleased with the progress being made towards the convening of the 

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Brazil in 

June 1992. My Government looks forward to constructive and meaningful 
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coatributionm by psrticipnntm to l n~uro that we take collective sweaaurb~ to 

protect and prererve our global environment. 

Papua Ier Guinea will continue to work with other member Staten of the 

South Pacific ?orwn in opporing nuclear tooting and the dumping of nuclear and 

other toxic wastes in our region. 

We appeal to the international coununity to conform to standards 

prescribed under the London Convention on Dumping am well as the regional 

safeguard arrangements to which I have referred earlier. These arrangements 

are important to UI for the protection and survival of our region and our 

people. 

My delegation is, however, concerned that, despite long-standing 

opposition by the South Pacific Forum, France continues to carry out its 

nuclear testing activities in the region. We strongly urge France to consider 

seriously our concern and take positive measures to put an end to this act of 

terrorism against the ecosystem and humanity. 

In this connection, Papua New Guiapa welcomes the decision by the 

Government of the United States to ceaoti the operation of its chemical-weapon 

incineration facility at Johnston Atoll. 

Japan’8 recent decision to cease drift-net fishing in our waters is also 

al,plauded, and we hope other distant-water fishing nations can make similar 

declarations soon. 

Lasting solutions for some of the current conflicts around the globe 

constitute the only prerequisite to international peace, security and 

development. 

Papua New Guinea welcomes the acceptance by all parties of the framework 

agreement for a comprehensive political settlement of the Cambodian conflict. 
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b@ chvornwnt bel~evo~ that the coatinuod involvement of the United Nation6 10 

aeceerary in order to l neure the peaceful rerolutioa of the Cambodian 

problem. By way of a lodset contribution, I M pleared to coafirr that Papua 

Hew Guinea is prepared to participate in any United Rations peace-keeping 

arren9ellents in Cambodia. 

My delegation cwnde the effortm of the United He&ions in working 

towerdr a peaceful rerolution of the question of Uertsrn Sahara in line with 

the appropriate rerolutions of the Security Council. We are, however, 

diaeppointed that progress is being impeded owing to the current problems in 

Western Sahara. Ue are hopeful that the participating parties will allow 

dialogue and reconciliation to continue and enable the Sahraouis to determine 

their own future destiny. 

The impasse in the search for a solution in regard to the Middle East 

question continues to concern my Government. We have always maintained that 

the Palestinians have a right to a homeland a8 much as Israel has a right to 

exist within secured borders. We believe these two conditions are fundamental 

to any lasting solution of the problem.* 

c Mr. Carias Zapata (Honduras). Vice-President, took the Chair. 
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Papua Pew Guinea har, on many occasioxm, voice& its concern over the 

institutionalised apartheid ryeten that exists in South Africa. The latest 

developments in that country are encouraging, and further steps should be 

taken to accelerate the procers of totally dismantling apartheid in all its 

forms. We acknowledge the pressure exerted by the international cormsunity 

against the racist South African regime, particularly through the adoption of 

appropriate United Nation6 General Assembly resolutions and the sustained 

dialogue between the various political groups in that country. My Government 

firmly believes that the final eradication of apartheid and an improvement in 

relations between South Africa and the neighbouring front-line States, as well 

as the return of the country to a united, non-racial and democratic system, 

would provide peace and security in the entire region. It is our firm 

conviction that sanctions should be continued until the apartheid system is 

completely dismantled. This institutionalised racism, under apartheid, is 

indeed a crime against humanity. 

The universality of membership of the United Nations is an important 

objective of the international conununity. The realization of social justice 

and equity for all the peoples of the world must be given equal priority by 

the world conununity. The United Nations must therefore place pecple at the 

centre of all its activities concerning world peace and security. There is a 

need for all Member States and international civil servants to make every 

effort to hwnanize the institutions of the United Nations system 50 that they 

may efficiently and effectively contribute to the improvement of the social 

conditions of the massea of suffering people throughout the world. 

The social and political evils of poverty, illiteracy, unemployment, drug 

abuse, and inequality between men and women and between States are still 
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prevalent. In tbia regard, my delegation would like to appeal to all Uember 

Stater to lend t*.eir support for the proposed world sumnit for social 

developtnent, which was endorsed at the session of the Xconomic and Social 

Council in Geneva thir year. 

There are many changes taking place in the world economy. We observe, 

however, that these changes in international economic relation8 have not 

brought about any fundamental change in the unfair international economic 

order. The situations regarding external debt, economic growth and the 

reverrre flow of capital remain unchanged. 

The shift by Eastern European countries towards market-oriented 

economies, the move towards a single European mtrket, and regional initiatives 

such as Asia-Pacific economic cooperation can have serious consequences for 

the developing countries. 

These problem have bean further compounded by continuing global economic 

recession, inflation, high interest rates, rising unemployment, lack of 

investment, slow growth and protectionism. All these factors contribute to 

slow progress and to the stagnation that has a considerable effect on the 

social and economic well-being of developing countries in particular. 

We believe that developing countries are deprived of the opportunity to 

take advantage of the new technological revolution, which has promoted the 

internationalisation of production and finance and has given a new impetus to 

the growing integration of the world economy. It therefore appears evident 

that disparities between the developed and the developing countrxo: will 

continue to grow if the underlying problems are not adequately addressed with 

a view to enhancing and promoting equitable trade and economic cooperation 

between the developed and the developing countries. 
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My Government wishes to appeal to the international cormunity to 

recognise that it is of vital importance that in the ongoing Uruguay Round of 

multilateral trade negotiations the multilateral trading systen: should be 

fully responsive to the special needs of developing countries, particularly 

with regard to the consideration of corrmodity prices and the protection of 

agro-based and other light industries. We also believe that the Uruguay-Round 

negotiations should lead to the conclusion of a comprehensive agreement and 

safeguards based on the basic principle of non-discrimination and on the 

preservation of the flexibility available to developing countries under the 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. 

We in the Pacific depend largely on tropical agricultural export products 

to raise foreign exchange to meet the needs of our people. We have, however, 

experienced enormous difficulties as a result of both fluctuating commodity 

prices and the discriminatory trade policies of some developed nations. In 

this regard, we join others in the international community in urging all 

participants in the Uruguay Round to commit themselves to a comprehensive and 

successful end to the negotiations and to underline the importance of fair 

trade to all countries. 

Papua New Guinea values its relations with the European Economic 

Community, particularly under the umbrella of the various Lome Conventions. 

It is our hope that the current political and economic problems in Eastern 

Europe and the move towards a single European market in 1992 will not in any 

way affect the agreed provisions put in place under the Lom6 IV Convention. 

We believe that the diverting of development assistant to Eastern Europe will 

have a negative effect on the economies of the developing countries. 
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Hevel boflure haer t,he United Nnt iona enjoyed such ridespread support for 

ft.8 affnr ts, and never bnforc have international civil servants been called 

upum t.9 halp guiAs YU ms9ny different. peoples to peace, democracy and 

i ndependenca . J t. ta a scull to which they have responded with t.he exceptions1 

t.a1crnt, experieace and dedicat.irJn that the world has come to expect from 

them. These taaka are unclr,rt.t\ker, sornatir~~~ RL great personal coat t.0 the 

international civil aarvarrta, who k.3:~ t.o uproot. thnnselvuo arid their families 

for tha duration of their assignments. Many have been detained and held 

hostage during the course of their duties. We call on those responsible to 

release aod free them to their important duties and to their families. 

As for those who have paid the ultimate price and laid down their lives 

while working for peace, Papua New Guinea salutetr their sacrifice and 

cherishes their memory. As we move into this session of t.he General Aswmbly 

and towards its probable mandates for more United Nations missioIls, the 

independence of the international civil service must be guarded marrr carefully 

than has been the case in the past. 

XII conclusion, we wish to emphasise that the aspirations to world peace, 

and to fair and just development, cacnot be realized without political realism 

and recognition of the dynaics of international politics where narrow 

political ends of the most powerful States are pursued. International 

economic and pal itical structures, as they exist today, promote inequality and 

imbal antes . The United Nations cannot, and must not, be used as a 

le;itimizing tool for powerful States utilizing their milita:y arsenals to 

achieve their narrou po:I i.tical ends. 

The global humanitarian concern for all States Members of the IJnited 

Nations is to take positive steps to minimise inequality between nations, and 
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botwen different societies end peopler within each State. The prima misrion 

of thr United Uatioam, end the challenge of the 19908, ir to move away from 

rhetoric and make genuine efforts to evolve economic and political structures 

at the international level that will support development processes capable of 

securing and enhancing social and economic justice for all. That ir the 

mission for mankind. 

a,,- (Corta Rice) (intsrprotation from Spanirh): I 

take qrco&t plearurs in congratulating, on behalf of the delegation of Corta 

Rica, Mbassador Shihabi on his stewardship of this session of the General 

Aesombly ” Mia prover, diplomatic experience is a harbinger of IIUCC~EB and the 

hiyhost standrtrds. 

The Garrstaty-.Goneral’s work for international peace and security 

throughaut hia pf,!>I,i.fic career has mada him worthy of the recognition of all 

the uationu of the world. In ths particular case of Central America, his 

interaat in cooperation in the ssarch for 5o~ul:.ion5 to regional crises has 

result& in an invaluable contribution that yivaa un caune for hope. x pay a 

public tribute of qrntituda &nd express homage to him for his many endeavours 

at the head of the Secretariat. 
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(Mr. tUrbaur.Quraoda, CQBta Rica) 

Two centuries ago, there wan already talk of the need for a State of 

nation8 - a ciyi.laa_~~~Ru,rar? - that would grow until It encompassed roll the 

world’s nations. In the United Nation0 we are approaching that ideal, a0 is 

demonstrated by the admission to memberehip of the Pepubllc of Korea. the 

People’s Democratic Republic of Korea, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, the 

Federated States of Micronesia and the Marshall Islands, which we are pleased 

to welcome here. Their presence is a symbol of the new essence of 

international relations and of the rapid but profound transformation in the 

world situation. It is proof that the principle of universality has gone 

beyond rhetoric to become a tangible reality. 

Those who conceived and founded the United Nations in the dark aftermath 

of the Second World War dreamed of a world of peace and security in which this 

Organisation would be the temple of right, the temple of the truth, the temple 

of brotherhood. But for decadea the negative impact of a world aituation 

marked by irrationality and confrontation made United Nationa action difficult 

if not impossiSle. 

Recent developments in the international situation have made spectacular 

changes in this gloomy picture. Political and ideological blocs are 

crumbling; democracy and freedom are gaining ground everywhere: and the United 

Nations is finally playing the role it should always have played. 

Certainly, this opens new horizons for material and spiritual progress 

for mankind. But this is also a time when reflection is of the essence. The 

Gulf conflict, with all its tragic consequences, was a painful call to 

attention, and it must not be ignored. Indeed, as this Assembly meets, 

violence continues in Yugoslavia and El Salvador; Africa continues to suffer 
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(HIa Nhhaua-Pu~rafla, CQRta Ricn) 

hunger1 cholera and drug trafficking continue to bo a scourge in Latin 

America) rind flagrant violations of human rights continue in numerous Gtatea 

Members of the United Nations. This is a time not for deception, but for 

soul-searching. How solid ia the new world order that is belnq built on 

foundations of peace, security and cooperation7 To whst estsnt are we States 

Members of the United Nation8 contributing effectively to ensurinq that there 

is no going back? Excessive optimism may well make UB ignore the facts and 

forqet what remsinlr to be done a8 we hail our achisvementr. 

The case of Central America is particularly enlightening in that 

respect. Today there are democratic Governments in all the collutrios of the 

region1 the war in Nicaragua has ended7 and negotiations to resolve the 

conflicts in al Salvador and Guatemala are achieving tangible results. The 

process of integration has been strengthened. Panama has become a full 

partner in Central America’s endeavours, and diplomatic relations have 

recently been established between Guatemala and Belize. For some, the Central 

American crisis ia a closed case. 

Ws do not deny that there has been considerable progresa, but it is an 

illusion to think that the regional conflicts are ovar. The ongoing 

situatioua in Guatemala and El Salvador have roots and consequences that go 

far beyond their borders. And, as shown by the Secretary-General’8 important 

and valuable role in the case of El Salvador, strong backing by the 

international community is indispensable to a solution of these conflicts. 

Nor have Nicaragua’s problems been resolved by the existence of a freely 

elected Government: there have been disturbing outbreaks of violence in that 

sister country, making major support for the strengthening of the country’s 

institutions and democracy imperative. While we Central Americans have 
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(Mr, ..lVhhrru~ Quambrr, Emta Rice) 

seaweed the leading role in solving our problema, political and economic 

support from the international connunlty romaine indispenasbls. It is absurd 

to claim that the crisis haa ended 60 long ae Jlid peace and stable democracy 

have not extended to all the countries of the iathmua. 

As paradoxical am it may asem, our progress toward0 democracy and peace 

has had negative repercuasionm in terms of international cooperation in 

Central American development efforts. Some may think that the effects of 80 

many years of dil.tatorehip, war and destruction can be erased by political 

freedom and free elections under international observation. But the opposite 

~II truer in Central America, as in Eastern Europe, cooperation from the 

developed world is decisive if we are to achieve genuine peace and a 

strengthened democracy. Prosperity and well-being are the beat foundations 

for democracy, and the developed countries know this better than anyone else. 

In that connection, Costa Rica haa great hopes for the efforts of the 

Association for Democracy and Development in Central America, a body for 

strengthening democratic institutions in the region and attracting resource8 

to spur the economic revitalisation of our countries through the 

participation, &&RJ.~]LCR. of the members of the Group of 24 and of Latin 

American countries. We also attach great importance to strengthening the 

efforts of the Special Plan of Economic Cooperation for Central America, born 

within the United Nations, and to increase substantially development 

assistance prograrmnes for Central American countries. 

It is only logical that Central America should have to do its share, and 

it is doing so, at the cost of great sacrifice. But for Costa Rica there is 

one area where progress has been inadequate: disarmament. For more than a 
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year, with the backing of the United Nation6 and the Organisation of American 

States, there ~ISVS been negotiation6 among Central American countries on 

eecurity, arm6 control end verification. Not having an army, Costa Rica is 

particularly interested in those i66UO6. Little progre66 ha6 been msde thus 

far. and we still feel that the 6ile of 6ome rnqitrnal armed fOrCO6 ir 

dieproportionato to thm need6 and capabiliti.6 of Ceatrsl America. Wo firmly 

believe that the triumph of democracy in 611 Central American countries should 

go hand in hand with a change in the perceived role of armies and with a 

reduction in military budgets. We know that such changss cannot occur 

overnight, but they will not begin 60 long a6 a Central America of freedom 

doe6 not manifest a clear determinstion to become alao a Central America of 

comity. 

Effort6 to move the disarmament proceaa forward, both in Central America 

and throughout the world, are vital if we are to lower military spending snd 

increase international cooperation for development. In that connection, my 

delegation welcome6 the signing of the Strategic Arma Reduction Treaty by the 

Soviet Union and the United States of America, and wishes to highlight the 

importance of the work of the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva, which Costa 

Rica has recently joined. 
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My country also considers that there is an urgent need to give priority 

to international efforts to reduce the nuclear-arm8 race to a minimum, to 

avoid the proliferation of nuclear weapons and to cease all nuclear testing. 

Priority rhould also be given to regional and global initiative6 on limiting 

conventional weapons and on international weapons tranafsrs. Costa Rica 

believes that it is necessary to pay more attention not or! y  to the problem of 

weapon8 sales, but also to gifts of arm8 and military equipment. 

The flow of arms, either sold or donated to the third world, only 

incrosses the problems of our countries. During the tragic days of the Gulf 

war .It was thought that whco it ended strict regulation of this traffic would 

be established. It proved an empty hope. Arm8 and military assistance 

continue to arrive in suffering lands whose inhabitant8 have drained to the 

dregs the cup of violence. The third world has shed enough blood. It needs 

more food and fewer weapons, more doctors and fewer military advisers, more 

housing and fewer barracks, more access to technology for peace and less to 

technology for destruction, more scholarshipa for technical careers and fewer 

military training cour5e8, more cooperation for economic and social 

development and fewer resources to kill human beings. 

The impetus to achieve disarmament, in all its manifestations, is very 

much in keeping with the decision of the United Nations to dedicate the last 

10 years of this millennium to international law and with the need to build a 

new world order of peace, security and cooperation, as outlined by the General 

Assembly at its forty-fourth session. 

Costa Rica, which depends for its external security on the law of 

nations, believes that that law should become real and positive, avoiding 

armed conflict by strengthening preventive measures and machinery to achieve 
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the peaceful settlement of diaputea. The new world order should give 

diplomacy a more important role es an element to prevent conflicts and not 

merely to resolve them. Wit-h this in view, it is neceaaary to encourage 

pledger to bring the Organisation up to date with the new world realities and 

atrengthsn its actions in international relationa. 

During its 1993 session the Assembly will conaider the problem of 

rebuilding and revitalising the United Nations. However, it is appropriate to 

reflect now on some problems that undeniably face the Organization, stemming 

from the world context in which it was created. For example, in Costa Rica’s 

view we must enhance the role of the General Assembly, where ,111 States have 

one voice and one vote. The Secretary-General’s powers must also be 

increased. It is appropriate to revise the structure and functions of the 

Security Council, improve the machinery for the peaceful settlement of 

disputes and strengthen the role of the International Court of Justice, as the 

court of last resort in disputes between States. 

Building a new world order also involves paying more attention to the 

economic and social problems of the developing countries. It would be 

regrettable if a North-South confrontation were substituted for the East-West 

confrontation. Progress in democracy and freedom must be accompanied by a 

resurgence of new and more realistic approaches to the problems 0: 

underdevelopmenr, external debt, hunger and Poverty, which afflict a large 

number of the States represented in this Hall. The United Nations has a 

responsibility to ensure that the new world order overcomes the idea of blocs 

and introduces an order involving global cooperation for the benefit of all 

mankind. 
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(Mr. Niehaus Ouesada, Costa Rica) 

Concern for this ~~nnn~n destiny is being shown, in an encouraging manner, 

in the work of the United Nations in preparing for the Conference on 

Environment and Development, to be held in Brazil next year. Costa Rica, 

which has emphasised the need to establish a new ecological order of 

international cooperation, is happy to welcome those most valuable efforts. 

We urge all Member States to cooperate enthusiastically in them and to define 

priority courses of action to follow up on the results of the Conference. 

The problem of the progressive deterioriation of the environment affects 

everyone. Yet ecological disasters continue increasing in number year after 

year, dimming our chances of making a reality of our desire to bequeath a 

healthy planet to our children. In this regard, my delegation considers there 

is an urgent need for the United Wations to play a more effective role in 

protecting the environment, raising the level of its bodies connected with the 

subject and the resources devoted to it. But above all Costa Rica believes it 

is essential to be more realistic. Threats to international security are no 

longer restricted to the military field. We must be aware that protecting the 

environment is an international responsibility and that threats to tire 

environment are a threat to international security. Therefore, the new world 

order should contain functional, realistic machinery to protect the 

environment, making development possible without destroying the environment, 

which guarantees man his future. Brazil '92 offers a unique opportunity - 

perhaps 'the last - to reconcile differing interests and work together with 

vision to save our Earth from being turned into a sterile, uninhabitable 

rock. we Member States cannot and must not fail to take that opportunity. 

Witb the same idea of a common destiny transcending frontiers, we should 

deal in the heart of the United Nations with problems of human rights. 
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Corta Rica, which ham mado rorpect for fundamental human rightr an l asontlal 

prloclple in everyday llfo, attach.8 the utmrt importance to the world 

Conference on the subject planned for 19:J. and we are deeply grateful for the 

honour done ua in the acceptance of our offer to host the regional meeting for 

Latin America and Caribbean of the Preparatory Committee for the Conference. 

We are well aware of the importance of this challenge and wo shall mpsre no 

effort to onsure that the meotlng is auccosaful in every uay# am it muat be in 

view of the importance of its purposes. My delegation believes that the 

Conference will btlnulate a strengthening of all the international lnrtruments 

and mechanisms for protecting human rights and will be a fundamental step 

forward in ensuring that the twenty-first century is a century of profound 

respect for lnallenable human rights. 

In hls first address in thla Hall, on 7 December 1988, Soviet Presldent 

Mlkhall Gorbachev said that international relation8 

“will fully reflect the genuine interests of the peoples and effectively 

serve the cause of their comaon security only when the human being and 

his concerns, rights and freedoms become the centre of all things.” 

(b1431W.72. D, 23) 

That view, which was recently enshrined in the human rights declaration issued 

in the Soviet Union, should be the cornerstone of the new world order. 

The collapse of tyrannies and the progresaive weakening of the 

totalitarian regimes that still insist on awimning against the tide of history 

have certainly resulted in greater respect for human rights. 
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Yet it is discouraging to note that there are still violationn of human 

rights in many areas of the world that require the international cosmnunity to 

make much more energetic efforts to put au end to them. Like the case of the 

environment, the status of human rights can no longer be regarded aa the 

exclusiv0 COnC~~tl Of Staten. 

Nor ahould the progress achieved in human rights halt further efforts 

from being made. For example, although the measures taken to eradicate 

apartheid in the Republic of South Africa have raised our hopes, Costa Rica 

believes that it i6 urgent to achieve the total integration of all the 

population of that country into a true democracy based on the fundamental 

principle of absolute equality for all men. 

Respect for human rights and for international law as a whole is a 

decisive factor for the attainment of a 1;stinq peace in every country of the 

world. We Costa Ricans, who for generations have enjoyed the benefit8 of 

living in peace, view with dismay the violence that continues to prevail in 

today’s world. 

The situation in the Middle East, which decade after decade fills the 

front pages of our newspapers, is a time-bomb and is incompatible with the 

idcal of a new order based on true international harmony. Thus, my delegation 

hopes for the succe88 of efforts being made to bring about a peace conference 

in the Middle East ut which present differences will be discussed and 

peacefully resolved through reconciliation, with respect for the human rights 

of all the peoples of the region. There must be a definitive peace in the 

Middle East. We are confident that it can be achieved and that its peoples 

will prove themselves worthy of the great spiritual legacies they have 
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inherited. The three major roligiona that have enlightened the world all 

share ideals of brotherhood and recogniro the value of forgiveness and 

reconciliation. 

There is an equally urgent need to reertabliah peace in Yugorlavia. 

Today, aa in 1914, the world’8 attention im focurod on the Bslkanr, and it is 

neither right nor realistic to ignore the upheavalr occurring there and to 

argue that circumstances have changed and that tbo spectre of a world 

conflagration has disappeared. The United Mations cannot ignore the fact that 

what is happening in that region goes beyond the boundaries of Yugoslavia and 

poses a threat to all. 

The terrible example of the Gulf War is too fresh in our minds for us to 

maintain that there can be conflicts that are merely local. Wherever breaches 

of the peace occur, wherever human rights are violated, wherever acts of 

violence lead to death, destruction and wave8 of refugees, peace is endangered 

and the prosperity of all peoples on earth imperilled.* 

The world ia increasingly coming to realire a better sense of unity. The 

phenomenon of integration is occurring with increasing force in the moat 

varied parta of the planet, and it lends greater COhe6ion to the efforts 

peoples are making to achieve social and economic development. There are many 

examples in our hemisphere. President Bush's initiative of the tiricaa, the 

Common Market of the South (MERCOSUR), the Turtla Gutierrer Accords, the 

integration efforts of the three countries of North America and the 

progressive and growing importance of the Andean Pact structures, the 

Caribbean Conanunity (CARICOM) and the Central American Comn~n Market all 

* Mr. Al-Khussaiby (Oman), Vice-President, took the Chair. 
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demonstrate that the idea of conruaity ir becoming ever-more deeply rooted in 

the soil of America where today - with one esception that we hope will soon 

cease to be one - democracy and liberty are flourishing and where men hope to 

build II future based on justlce and developnt. 

Costa Rica hopes that the phenomenon now occurring in the Americas will 

prevail in the twenty-first century throughout the entire world. Costs Rica 

look8 forward to living in 8 new millenium in a world of conciliation, not 

confrontation1 a world which faces its problems end shares its successes; a 

world of democracy based on respect for the human person and human rights: a 

world in which peoples and countries will be brother8 and sisters: a world 

with a shared horixon of development for all. 

Aa the President of Costa Rica, Rafael Angel Calderon Pournier, has 

s teted I 

“Today, mankind look8 to the future with optimism and hope. We are 

moving firmly forward toward8 the construction of a new world in rhich 

the cruelty ?f war and the intolerance of ideological fanaticism will 

give way to the irrepressible power of dialogue and to solidarity and 

cooperation among peoples. We are building a world that will witness the 

arrival of a new century of democracy. Never before in history has 

mankind had such an opportunity to achieve it8 dreams and its ideals.” 

All States and all men have the opportunity and the responsibility to 

make those dream8 corns true, to participate in the building of a new world, a 

new international order, and the United Nations, as the coordinator of those 

ef foftl, as the embodiment of the spirit of brotherhood that should guide 

mankind, must play the decisive role of designing and building the shining 

destiny opening up before us. Let us all contribute to making it a reality. 
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v (Belarus) (interpretation from Russian): I ould 

like first to congratulate the President, the representative of a country that 

is making a great contribution to the establishment of peace and expanding 

international cooperation, on his election to preside over the forty-sixth 

sesnion of the United Nations General Assembly and to assure him of my 

delegation’s willingness to give him every assistance ia the performance of 

his important and responsible task. 

Our delegation is especially pleased at the admission to membership in 

our Organiration of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia, with which we have for 

centuries enjoyed a tradition of friendly relations. We hope that those will 

grow stronger and be further enriched. 

We also congratulate the Republic of Korea and the Democratic People's 

Republic of Korea on their admission to mernbershiy in the United Nations. We 

express our willingness to expand cooperation with those countries on a 

multilateral crc? bilateral basis. 

We welcome the admission to United Nations membership of the Federated 

States of Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall Islands. 

In 1914 Maxim Bogdanovich, the well-known Belarusian poet, whose 

centenary is this year being celebrated under the aegis of the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), wrote the 

following lines: 

(apoke in RaJarusiQE) 

"There is such wealth and beauty everywhere, 

"Yet men still starve and toil 

"In poverty, in ignorance, 

"Because of boundaries and barriers." 
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The poet was expressing concern at man's deepening isolation, at his 

alienation from the world. t?e was inspired to seek the establishment of a new 

and more just world order baaed on the unshakeable principles of freedom and 

respect for the individual. 
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(Mr. Kravchanka, Belarus) 

Maksim Babdanovich could not be criticised for believing in the idea of 

soms kind of universal State without borders. He was one of the champions of 

the awakening of the national self-awareness of his people to whose 

selflessness we owe a great deal for the establishment of our mdern State, 

the Republic of Belarus. 

In order to understand the historical destiny of our people, we must of 

necessity take a look at the past that would shed light on the darkness of 

long-past centuries with their bloody past and on our movement towards 

freedom, the glorious and also tragic pages of our national history, which 

would help us better understand and try to envision our future. Today we note 

with pride that the traditions of Belarusian statehood have a history that 

goes back many centuries. It was embodied in various forms of a State system 

and reached its zenith in the Middle Ages. The Belarusians - whose language 

was used back in 1588 to draft the Statute, a code of legal norms which was 

advanced - even classic - for the Europe of that day, never showed any 

feelings of enmity or hostility towards their neighbours nor any desire to 

kindle the flames of disputes among nationalities. 

The traditions of statehood were again made manifest in the first quarter 

of the twentieth century, when the Belarusian State was proclaimed. During 

the relatively short time of its independent existence it was recognised 

de iure and de facto by a number of European States, with which it began to 

develop bilateral relations. 

It would, however, be wrong to portray the history of our ethnos as a 

serene sequence of achievements and successes. I think the contrary would be 

true. It is hard to find in Europe any people that has suffered so much and 

been so destitute, and which has so often been exposed to devastating raids, 
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(Mr. Kravchanka, Belarus) 

invasions and acts of aggression. Over the last 600 years, according to a 

very conservative estimate we have lost in the flames of war no fewer than 

12 million people. Because of fate our geopolitical situation - at the 

crossroads between Central and Eastern Europe - was tragically reflected in 

the destinies of Belarusians, casting them implacably from the moloch of one 

war to another. Between the hammer and the anvil, between two strong 

neighbours - that, very generally speaking, is the way I would express the 

quintessential nature of our national history. Thus it was in the late 

eighteenth century, when under certain well-known historical conditions the 

Belarusian lands became part of Russia. Thus it was in 1918 in Brest, when 

the territory of Belarus was carved up at will, forgetting to ask the people 

what it wanted. Thus it was in 1921, when the tragic, for us, Riga Treaty was 

signed, cutting up into two parts for almost 20 years the war-ravaged, 

bleeding land of Belarus. Thus it was in January 1945 at Yalta, where the 

ruthless hand of Stalin laid hold of the map and manipulated the destinies of 

hundreds of thousands of Belarusians. We do not want to be a shadow of our 

neighbours; we do not want to be the small change in a big European game. 

I say this, not in order to reverse the course of history or rewrite it: 

the past remains the past. But today we are absolutely devoted to the spirit 

of the Helsinki and Paris agreements and we believe in the unconditional 

recognition of the primacy of international law. 

Now my motherland is experiencing another stage in its development of 

statehood. That is why I am deeply moved to inform this world parliament, the 

entire international community, that on 25 August of this year, a decision by 

the supreme legislative organ of our Republic gave constitutional status to 

the declaration of State sovereignty of the Republic. Our Supreme Soviet also 
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proclaimed the political and economic indopeodonco of the Republic, and on 

19 September of this yosr took a docirion to fensme the Gtste - it im nor 

called the Republic of Belarus - and also to establish new State symbols, the 

white-red-white flag and the coat of arms, the P.&w&,@, or Chase, as it ia 

called, which have a centuries-old history behind them. 

So the first steps have already been taken on the way to develop 

sovereignty expressed in the conclusion or start of the negotiating processes 

with contiguous Gtatee - Russia, Ukraine, Poland and Lithuania - a desire to 

build bilateral relations with our neighbours and other States on an equal 

footing. 

The Republic of Belaruq is counting on support from the world community 

for its initiatives and is hoping to establish full inter-State relations, to 

develop mutually advantageous cooperation in all areas with all interested 

States. 

These dsys we are often asked, What guidelines will Belarus use in its 

foreign policy? Answering the question from this lofty rostrum I wouid say 

that the vital interest8 of the Belaruaian nation are the cornerstone of our 

policy !a international affairs! a balanced approach and realism are 

components of that policy. 

By dint of this, the foreign policy principles and priorities of the 

Republic of Belarus might be sumnarized in the following points. 

First, we must achieve real independence and sovereignty for our State. 

We must establish favourable domestic and external political conditions 

leading to a “wave” of diplomatic recognition. Yet we realize that 

sovereignty is not so much something that is proclaimed or declared, but 

rather a quality that is recognized and confirmed. For Belarus, sovereignty 
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is not merely a goal1 it is a difficult, thorny path, the historical distsnce 

of which Is probably long. In no way can we slow down these procsssO8~ We 

would simply find ourselves on the sicleli~es of European development wore we 

to do so. Nor can we ~~pead thorn up, for that would lead to a dangerous 

divorce from reality. The Belarusian way to genuine sovereignty, au we hope, 

will be consistent, calm and civilired, reflecting the unshakable traditions 

of our tolerance and our respect for the peoples living in the territory of 

the Republic, taking account of the constant growth of the national 

self-awarenens of our people. For uu, sovereignty and independence. won by 

much suffering in our tragic history, is the deairsd ideal, the hope for 

survival in the extreme Chernobyl situation in which we now find ourselves. 

In fact, we have been proceeding towards this over the last centuries, and 

only in the late twentieth century have we really gained the eternal human 

right to be masters of our own land. 
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The second point is cooperation in the eetabliehment of n unified 

sconoml c space, a new union of rovereign Ststes. We are in favour of 

preserving, developing and giving n new quality to traditionally established 

economic ties, and on thir bscris we favour participation in tha process of 

creating 8 community of sovereign States to replaco the USSR. The realistic 

approach Belarus has taken tell8 ua that destroying the work of decades and 

estRblishin9 tariff barriers would lead to a aharp reduction in living 

standards and would be dettimentel not to the Belarusian people alone. 

According to the available ststiatics thia would mean for the sovereign 

republics 10~80s of tens ap* hundreds of billions of roublss. Therefore the 

Republic of Bslarus favoura a comon economic, energy and transport space 

within the former USSR, functioning on the principles of a modern. regulated 

market. We adhere to this approach not only in respact of the economic 

interaction within the borders of the former USSR but also at the global 

level. In this connection Be’.arum ia following with intereat the Uruguay 

Round being conducted under the aegis of the General Agreement on Tariffs and 

Trade (GATT) : this ia broadening the framework of the universal international 

trading system. 

The third point is mobilization of international support to resolve the 

Chernobyl problem. This problem is of crucial importance to us because 

Chernobyl uas the worst disaster of the twentieth century - as fat as its 

consequences go - and will be our national tragedy for centuries to come. 

Everything in this world is transient. We will all disappear from it, but 

there will be an endless stream of new generations of Belarusians who will 

continue this difficult, agonizing search for answers to the moat complex 

questions posed during those few days of April 1986 by the Chernobyl disaster. 
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That is why the Chernobyl problems have become one of the main priorities 

of our foreig2 policy. In fact Chernobyl has turned out to be a catalyst in 

our movement towards sovereignty. Our people, our Republic, has always been 

amongst the first to assist others. Rowever, at the most difficult time of 

our sufferings from Chernobyl we felt that we had been left alone to face our ' 

national misfortune in a country that was being torn by many contradictions. 

To be frank, it must be acknowledge& that the socio-economic system in 

our country was not prepared properly to react adequately to this major 

nuclear disaster of the century, to this tragic challenge of history. Members 

car. judge for themselves. During the five years since the disaster, Belarus 

has receivea from Union funds for the Republic's health care a mere 5 million 

foreign exchange roubles whereas its annual requirements for health care are 

75 million. At the seme time, the Ministry for Atomic Energy of the USSRI the 

main culprit of the Chernobyl disaster, in 1990 received from its export 

deliveries $US 650 million. All this compels us to take another look at 

previous assessments and approaches and to focus now on the problem of 

international cooperation. 

However, it is not a question only of assistance in that narrowI 

traditional, even over-simplified meaning of the word, as was the case before, 

with food assistance, clothing, and so on. Belarus, Ukraine and Russia now 

need very special equipment such as children's oncolagical tomographs, the 

latest diagnostic equipment, the most modern kinds of oncological preparations 

and the latest methods for treating the many diseases from which dozens of 

countries are suffering. 

The tragic experience of Chernobyl, a unique planetary disaster, can be 

understood and handled only by the collective intellect of mankind, only 
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through comprehensive international cooperation. In a way we have inherited 

the tragedy of Hiroshima and Nagasaki as a focal point of human suffering. 

The course of events has shown that practical implementation of the programme 

of cooperation under United Nations auspices is not easy: indeed, it has 

'encountered obstacles. 

In these conditions we are particularly grateful to countries that stated 

at the pledging conference on 20 September that they would participate 

financially in international programmes to mitigate the consequences of the 

Chernobyl catastrophe. We are sincerely grateful to the Secretary-General of 

the United Nations, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, and the United Nations 

Coordinator of International Cooperation for Chernobyl, Ms. Margaret Anstee, 

for breathing life into the well-known General Assembly resolution 451190 and 

for doing so much also to convene the conference of donor countries and to 

coordinate future international cooperation. 

Mr. Javier Peres de Cuellar has constantly demonstrated a warm, friendly 

attitude towards Belarus and has visited our Republic. We have profound 

respect for him as one of the most authoritative political leaders of our time. 

The fourth point is transformation of Belarus into a nuclear-free zone 

and a neutral State. I wish to stress that the achievement of this priority 

is dictated by the fundamental interests of our people, especially in the 

post-Chernobyl era. In the course of moving towards this goal proclaimed in 

the Declaration on State Sovereignty of Belarus, in October 1990 we put 

forward from this lofty rostrum the initiative of establishing a nuclear-free 

belt - from the Baltic Sea to the Black Sea, including Belarus, the three 

Baltic States and Ukraine. The experience of this past year has certainly 

shown that in putting forward that idea our evaluation of these processes was 
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correct. noreov~r, ovmr the pa8t year and in pmticulnr over tbo past month 

vo hsvo moved l von farther towards the goal that w proclaimed than we had 

thought pwmiblo. A pouorful catalyst for thorn@ and other procerrom with 

ropard to doopening the domocratirstion procow was the dofoat of the Augurt 

putrch in Moscow. 

Taking the nort rtop forward, we ere proporing to&y that practical 

coarultationm be hold with all intweeted parti. ro98rdiag the nocorrary 

moasuror to emtabliah ruch a nuclear-free ~one and al80 the, procoduroe, 

methods and atop8 to be taken to that end, including the intornstional legal 

steps. 
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The truth is that the Belarus people is tired of being hostage to other 

people's military decisions. Far too often, and all too ruthlessly, our 

well-being, culture and future were trampled underfoot by the military boot. 

Today, we are doubly reluctant to be hostages ta,other people's nuclear 

decisions, The future of the nuclear potential on the territory of Belarus, 

its use, deployment or re-deployment. can be and should be resolved only with 

the participation of Belarus, not behind its back. At the same time we state 

clearly that monitoring and management of nuclear weapons must of course lie 

with the unified centre. 

Belarus will promote the speedy ratification of agreements between the 

USSR and the United States on reducing nuclear arsenals. 

While understanding the great complexity and delicacy of the military and 

political problems here and knowing that their solution depends on European 

realities and the positions of other countries, Belarus considers it necessary 

to have appropriate channels for conducting the necessary international work 

to bring about these goals. These very considerations compelled us at the 

beginning of this year to address the Conference on Disarmament, working on a 

permanent basis in Geneva, to request membership there. 

The fifth point concerns integrating Belarus into the all-European 

process. 

At the present time we are re-analysing the problem of integrating 

Belarus into the Helsinki process. If  Belarus, particularly in its dire 

post-Chernobyl situation, becomes a site for the deployment of large numbers 

of armaments and armies withdrawn from Central and Eastern Europe, should we 

not have a say in the military decisions being taken during this process? If 

human rights and the exercise of them in our territory are to be determined 
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from nou by the law8 of Belarur and not any other act8, rhould we not too 

participate in the fashioning of the contcrntl of the Helrinkl humanitarian 

basket7 If the economic realities for the existence of an II-million-rtrong 

nation, including 8ettliDq IOreigD trade pr9blsmr. are nor to bo determined by 

decirionr taken in Miark, 8hould not the capital of Belarrr8 participate 

directly in fa8hioDing th8 comnon economic 8psce in lk~ropo? 

We do not Se. any 8OriOU8 obstacles to participant8 in the Helsinki 

process racogDi8iDg the D8w realitiO8 and aCCeptiDq the equal participation Of 

Belarur ia it8 important offortr which, to a large e8tent, will detorminet the 

future of the continent. The proper time for thi8 might be the foreign- 

minister-level maetiDq of the COUDtrie8 of the Conference OD Security and 

Co-operation in Europa, to be held in January 1992 in Pragus. 

The tinW5fl We ar0 1iViD9 iD pO80 ISany DOW qUO8tiOD8, snd WO mU8t all give 

a lot of thought to them and work hard to see to it that an8wer8 to them will 

provide the rtability that our people reek - genuine rtability, not 

pseudo-stability; long-lasting, Dot fleeting stability; 8tELbility based OD 

justice, without any di8CrimiDatioD. ADyone familiar with history can say 

that discrimination sod stability artt political antonyms. 

The sixth pOiDt ConC9rna Creating condition8 for establishing market 

structure8 in Bslaru8 for it8 Oconomic development. 

We view the unequal level8 of 9coDomic development a8 the basic 

de8tabiailiDg factor iD Europe a8 well a8 at the global level, and today this 

contain8 the seeds of further cataclysms. 

What we previously called the ideological confrontation turned out to be 

totally surmountable, but it is being replaced by new contradictions stewing 

from highly UDegUal levels of economic development and of the conditions 
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necessary to start and expand a market economy. Of course, they can be 

ignored. So far they are not as acute as the economic problems in North-South 

relations, but I am couviaced that if we do not act now, then in a few years' 

time they will definitely recur. Economic migration alone can become a 

serious problem for all Europeans. Of course, as an antidote. the protective 

functions of the State, stricter visa regulations and the building of camps 

for displaced persons could be used, but all these administrative measures - 

which, by the way, can be called a kind of iron curtain - are doomed to 

failure, as history suggests. 

The way to resolve many tragedies that lie in wait for peoples that have 

gained their long-awaited freedom should be sought in the market economy. 

Delarue is consciously adopting this approach, and recently a number of 

in-depth reforms have been implemented. We are now focusing on establishing a 

legal, socio-economic infrastructure for the market economy. Dozens of laws 

that lay down the basis for business activities have been enacted, or soon 

will be. 

Our serious and fundamental attitude to the market economy stems from the 

fact that we view it as a means of accumulating material resources for 

resolving many problems caused by Chernobyl. But the need at this time to 

concentrate enormous resources in this area is making this shift to a new type 

of economic activity difficult. 

The new political and economic realities facing the Republic - further, 

complicated by the Chernobyl factor - have compelled us to re-evaluate the 

adequacy of the current contribution of Belarus to international 

otganizations. This is a complicated methodological and political problem. 
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But for UII it is relevant, and we are prepared to engage in consultations an8 

to have close cooperation with the appropriate organiaatione in order ta find 

possible approaches to reaolving it. 

The seventh point relates to ensuring ecological security. 

Unless thir is achieved, any further progrer8 for mankind and it6 

survival at the beginning of the third millenium will be impo#rible. 

In this context, the preparations for the Conference on Environment and 

Development, to be held in 1992 in Braoil, are of primary importance. We must 

see to it that this Conference become a landmark in mankind’s growing 

awareness of the full magnitude of the l cological threat and of coordinating 

for the next decades conrnon approaches to a strategy for ecological 

cooperation among States. 

The decision to create in the United Nations at the beginning of 1992, on 

an experimental basis, the Centre for Emergency Environmental Assistance is a 

clear sign of succe8s in moving towards this new understanding of the problem. 

We are convinced that it is high time - particularly bearing in mind the 

bitter lessons of Chernobyl - to think about creating, within the United 

Nations Bystem, a mechanism that would be automatically triggered and provide 

large-scale humanitarian assistance in the case of major disasters. 
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The eighth point provider for fro0 intorcharrgo of culturmr. Bmrm our 

basin is thm univmrral value of culturm1 it8 grmat humanitarian function. Wm 

are convinced that culturm 8hould play a major rolm in thm B, 

integration and dmvelopment of mutual undmrrtsndirrg among Statmr and pmoplms. 

Accordingly, wm will bm playing a morm activm role in forming tha 

cultural basis and pre8mrving thm hmritagm of Europe and the world and in 

restructuring our relation8 with our neighbour8 on thm barir of courtant 

cultural valuer and ideals and cormuon tradition8 in our spiritual livms. 

Culture ir national in its 088ence, but know8 no boundarier. ?or mxamplm, the 

stained glass windows in the cathedral8 of Rminr, Prague, Krakow and those of 

the cathedrals of the Belarusian city of Grodno arm close in their 8pirit and 

artistic form. This arample demonstrate8 the great magnetic force of culture, 

its irreplaceable integrating role, and it8 hirtoric ni~rion. Belarurian 

culture has always been developed in the best humanitarian tradition8 of 

Furope, creating a favourable environment for the different forms of human 

genius. 

We note with satisfaction that the writer P. Dostoevsky, the composer8 

I. Stravinsky and S. Shoatakovich, the artist M. Chagall, and the poet 

Guillaume Aptillinaire, all had their ancestral roots in Belarus, and all made 

a significant contribution to the spiritual treasure house of our peoples and 

influenced the culture of the world with their philosophical depth, their 

innovative methods, their originality and individuality and refined aesthetic 

principles. We are determined to create conditions for the free movement of 

peoples, the exchange of ideas and cultural value8, by preserving and 

developing our age-old tradition of tolerance. 
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Our groat intotort in the work of bgonciom and organm of tho United 

lstionm myat- nay bm l xplainod to a larpa l xtont by the fact that for many 

yoara the United Nations warn for Belarum virtually the only window onto tho 

o;rtmida world. but l VOD ia them. new circltlmtmncom, rhon the Popublic is 

lxginnin9 to establish and expand bilmterml relations, the significance of the 

United lationm will l adure. Theraforo, we are particularly mindful of the 

historic role the Organisation will play io the futurr and we are ready to 

work with otherm to enhance its authority and promtige. 

At this ti# the renaimmance of the United Ratio38 is being noted by 

all. Accordingly, we see renewed interest in the United lotions by the large 

States too, which oometimes believed the United Nations to be marginal. We 

arm a small State and we welconc this process. Therefore, it must be noted 

that it reflects a living truth that if in certain sharp turning-points in 

history the interest in the United Mations increasesr this demonstrates that 

it is necessary am an instrument for cooperation and mutual creative action by 

States. 

It aunt be recognised, however, that the world has undergone a radical 

change. Therefore, the instruments being used by the world connunity must 

also be updated. The reguired changes in the United Nations can be made 

,.lthoct shaking the foundations established in 1945, but on the basis of the 

new realities in our readiny tf the existing Charter of the Organisation. We 

mrm proposing at thjs semsio~ of the General Assembly that a process of 

consultations could be initiated, the subject of which would not be merely the 

machinery of the General Assembly itself but, in the broader menme, the new 

role of the United Nations as a whole. 
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In pmrticulmr, we need to l mtmblimh conmenmus on the new to10 of the 

United llmtioar in tbe uintonance of pemce, and the uin importmnco of tbir 

goom beyond rosa ~1~9 a l pcific conflict, much em whet 18 happening now in 

the Porrimn Gulf region. Ia fact, there in a new uaderrtanding of the form8 

and method8 of work of the United lotion8 appropriate to thir perticular 

eriod of world hirtory, wbero the priracy of univerrsl interertr over 8olfirh 

srpirationr i8 being recognimad. 

Tho ronairranco of the United Wationr is not a mere fortuitous 

occurrence, nor 18 it episodic. It ham been preparod by the entire 

developunt of mankind in rocsnt decades. The Organitation, the idea of which 

was clearly ahead of it8 time, is nor in step with its time. The national 

State renairmance of Belarum, which we are reeing now, is no mere 

happenstance, nor i8 it a mere episode. Mow ia the tim8 for embodying in 

practice the age-old aspiration8 of Belarusfans, a quarter of all Slav 

peopl.9. In ancient times we were between the Varangians and the Greeks. Now 

we feel that we are part of the comunity of nations and the renaissance of 

Belarur is our un!gue contribution to tCs renaissance of the world family of 

nations. A family is truly powerful and prosperous when that time of 

proeperitp i8 valid for all members. 

Blessed be the future of my native Belarus! 

nr. (Colombia) (interpretation from Spanish): In the name 

of the people and Government of Colombia, allow me to congratulate 

Anbassador Shihabi of Saudi Arabia on hi8 election to the presidency of this 

session of the General A8ssmbly. We glace great hopes in the results of the 

work of the forty-sixth session of the General hssembly under his illustrious 

leadership. It will bs the task of the Assembly to point the United Nations 
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irt the right direction in order for it to carry out the purposes and 

principles of its Charter at thia crucial phaz5e of our history. 

I should also like to express the appreciation of the Government of 

Colombia for the work of the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuallar. 

Ten years of intelligent and unstinting effort in the service of international 

peace and justice give the measure of this man. We ackaonledne the scope of 

his contribution and salute him as a E&tin American who has brought honour to 

our region. He is aware of our admiration and appreciation and is familiar 

with the wishes that were expressed collectively by the Heads of State of 

Latin America at the sumit meeting at Guadalajara. 

I welcome the admission of the Kepublic of Korea, tbe Democratic People's 

Republic of Korea, pe Republics of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. the 

Federated States of Micronesia and the Marshall Islan&s to membership of tbe 

Organisation and I welcome their participation ir tie General Assembly's 

debates. 
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We are living in a time of profound change, which will have a formidable 

impact on the future of ench of our countries. However, the ambitious mnndats 

of the United Nations remains in force. Thst speaks well for the viaion of 

those who were its founders. Xt would be very hsrd for us to cast this 

mandate in different terms today. The maintenance of peace, the defence of 

citizens' rights and the attainment of the collective well-being through 

growth and development continue to be the guiding principles in relations 

between States. 

Yet a significant change can be seen in the very rapidity of the 

adjustments and transformations we are witnessing. Hence, we call upon 

member8 urgently to pursue the objectives referred to and to take advantage of 

this session of the General Assembly to reflect on the chsllenges of our times. 

Colombia has always been an enthusiastic supporter of multilateralism and 

cooperation as the irreplaceable cornerstones of an international system that 

is committed to meeting the needs of the developing world. Without peace 

there can be no growth or development, and it is only by establishing social 

justice and eradicating poverty that lasting peace can be achieved. A stable 

peace requires that nations establish the social and economic conditions 

necessary to deal properly with their principal needs. 

Xn the light of the relaxation of East-West tens!ons, and since there 

must be a constructive dialogue between North and South, it will be up to the 

United Nations system to ensure and protect the right of States which, unlike 

the great Powers, do not have effective defence mechanisms. For such 

countries, the United Nations has to be the guarantor of rights, most 

especially those of sovereignty and self-determination. 
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While it is clear that there havs boon major advsncos in the 

international politic81 erena, aa clemonrtrated by the end of the cold war, the 

growing respect for human ri9ht8 snd the progre8e of democracy, thin Is not 

the case in the economic arena, where conriderable uncertainty etill 

prevsils. Despite the aecrifice~ and adjurtmentr made by msny developing 

countries and the opaning up of their economies to trade A d investment flow, 

accese of their goods and services to the principal markets is constantly 

being hindered by various new obrtaclee and barriers. The most vehement 

defenders of liberalised trade are engaged today in a major confrontation that 

is threatening the very stability of multilateralism and, in particular, the 

fate of the developing countries, whoae interesta are subordinated to the 

competition between the major economic blocs. 

The Ministerial Declaration signed in Caracaa by the Latin American 

Foreign Ministers at the Preparatory Meeting for the Eighth Conference on 

Trade and Development, refers with concern to the fact that those countries 

that are prerrsing most urgently for an open international syatem are precisely 

the ones that stray the farthest from the rules of the game by increasingly 

applying practices that dietort international trade. 

For example, the coffee industry is facing a drastic situation, owing to 

the lack of economic clauses in the International Coffee Agreement. Current 

price levels, in real terma, are the lowest they have been in the last 

50 years; this has serious consequences for the economies of the 

coffee-producing countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America. In order to 

correct this difficult situation, thia week the producer nations in London 

presented an emergency plan designed to put some order in the market; in this 
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re9nfd, Colombia ha8 arkod for the rupport and cooperation of the 

industrialiraQ nationa. 

Colombia come0 bsforo the Assembly and into the international arena with 

new credentiala. St 18 a country with a promirin9 future, which has succeeded 

in facing the challenger of the present with honesty, transparency and 

boldness, making changea of major importance in it8 lOO-year-old Rational 

Constitution. The new Colombian Constitution, a reflection of the political 

will of the variour sectors of public opinion, opene the institutional doors 

of the Republic in a democratic. civiliaod way 10 that new ideas regardinl. 

political participation and citirena' rights can be iatrouuced. 

The new Colombia is encouraging young people to become involved in 

running the State. It has mechanisms to make the application of justice more 

flexible and erpeditiour. It generously extends to groups that have taken up 

arma the possibility of being honourably reintegrated into civilian life. The 

new Colombia seeks. both nationally and internationally, the redistribution of 

opportunity to individuals and nations 80 that we can all enjoy the fruits of 

qrowth and development and 80 that the gap between the haves and the have-riots 

will not continue to grow wider. 

In the Bill of Rights that we have adopted, power feats with the 

individual. The State exists to serve the citisen, to protect him and to 

promote conditions that will enable all Colombians to develop freely. The 

Constitution enshrines a broad range of civil and political rights, safeguards 

social and economic rights, recognfaes group rights and eatablishea mechanisms 

to provide for their effective protection. 

We see in thia new Colombia arising from the efforts of 

President Cesar Gaviria - a young and bold leader who dared extend an early 

welcome to the future barely 13 months ago - an example of what. can be 
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achieved when there ir a derire for conrennus, the political will to attain it 

and generority in handling complor situations. 

We present these changes with pride and dignity and with the conviction 

that we have found the peaceful path on which new generation8 of Colombians 

shall travel, sowing along the way the seeda of a just, pro8porour and 

equitable future. That is the new Colombia, which is now a:,tmnding thin 

General Assembly. 

In addition, wavme of change and renewal can be seen in Latin America and 

the Caribbean region. As regards peace, democratic participation, human 

rights and integration, our continent is moving forward at a rapid pace. 

Multilateraliam has become a dominant force, am demonstrated by the various 

processes of association that are being carried out jointly and in parallel. 

It would be difficult to find a time of greater harmony and integration among 

the member countries of our region. The Rio Group, the Group of 3, the 

Cartagena Pact, the Comnon Market of the South (MERCOSUR) and the strengthened 

efforts towards integration in Central America and the Caribbean region are a 

reflection of the processes of cooperation now under way. These are 

political, economic and cultural dialogues that are increasingly strengthening 

our roots, our experiences and our future, resulting in a firmer commitment 

among our nations to pool efforts in the joint action required to overcome 

obstacles that are common to us all and that we could not overcome 

individually. The negotiated solution reached by Argentina and Chile in their 

border dispute and the establishment of diplomatic relations between Guatemala 

and Belize are a reflection of the climate of political harmony and resolve in 

our region. 
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As raqarbm the Initiativm for the Moricaa, Colombia wlcmd it fra the 

wry momant of itm promulgation am 8n mmbitioum plan for cooperatlas, and 

approciatod the multilateral charactor of 8oma of itr compoooatr. 

Conroquontly, Colombia hopor that Europa and Japan will join with the United 

Stator l o that the rultilatorsl invmrtmont fund can bocomo a roality in the 

ilumediate f  utute. 

A united, future-otientod continent, which lr capable of rolving the 

baric neodr of it8 poop10 in peace, will bo a l ourco of rupport for Uaitod 

Nation8 efforts to achiovo an open and integrated economic order. 
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This reference to our continent would bo Incomplete if uo did not mention 

thm l oneo of obligation in our region to promoto a rapprochement between the 

United Ststas and Cuba. The same l u8picions and mistrust that for so many 

years polarised relations among so many countries, and that led to the cold 

war that w  all want through, now undermine the trust between these two Mambsr 

States of the United Nations. 

We are aware of the profound differencor that separate them, but we 

believe that the now climate of pcssce and cooporation that has so swiftly 

suffused international relations could well aerve as a basis for the frank and 

open discussion of unresolved matters. 

We hope that the winds of renewal and dsmocrstiration that are blowing 

throughout the world can be incorporated autonomously by Cuba into its 

political order. On the other hand, no one should underestimate the deep 

historical, geographic and cultural roots that unite Cuba with our region, 

The changes that have occurred on the international scene since the 

creation of the United Nations, along with the appearance of new and complex 

problems, have emphasised, among the Member States of this Organisation, the 

need to reflect on the most appropriate way to respond to the reality of 

today's world and on its future prospects. 

The new world scene demands a renewed United Nations. For this reason, 

the Rio Group has submitted for the consideration of all States certain 

guidelines as to our concept of the modernisation of this Organization. 

We believe that the process of revitalising the United Nations ought not 

to be limited to simplifying and correcting its procedures or its operating 

patterns. The substantial increase in the Organization's membership, the new 

political realities and the new power structure in the world all call for a 
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r~vipw of the QXimLin9 critQria rQgardin9 the rQprQOQntation Of thQ MQmbQr 

statQm at all 1~~~18 of the mystQm and their QffQCtiVQ participation in the 

decieion-making procQmm. AchiQvQmQnt of thQmQ ob)QctiVQm would hQlp t0 

guarQntQQ that t!w mandator i88ued arQ a Clear and balanced reflection of the 

aspirations Of thQ intQrnQtiOna1 COImWnity, and in particular thomQ of the 

dQVQloping nations. 

It is nQcQamary to 8trQngthQn thQ GQnQral Assembly mo that it can be a 

faithful intQrprQtQr of thQ will of the Stater. Thim muat bQ thQ forum in 

which msttcra of global interest arQ debated and where effort0 arQ made to 

promote an understanding of the fmportance of multisectoral action that will 

lead to succas8ful international cooperation directed towards the social and 

economic growth and development of all PQO~~QB. 

Just as important aQ EtrQngthQning the General AssQmbly is the need to 

strengthen the OffiCQ of the Secretary-General. This office must ba provided 

with the instruments that will permit the independent Qxarcise of its 

functions and the faithful attainment of the principles and objectives of the 

Organisation. 

Improved coordination among United Nations agencies requires 

rQ-evaluation of the Security Council. It is necessary to give it a form in 

keeping with new realities and to study mechanisms to prevent excessive 

influence on the part of a few countries. Since 1945, Colombia has been 

opposed to the power of veto and believes that this is a good time to 

re-examine its advantageousness. 

My country has urged that international relations be governed by 

International Law snd by the principles of the United Nations Charter. We 

consider the work done by the International Court of Justice to be of vital 

importance. 
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Today, more than over, international cooperation ir roquirnd to combat 

organise8 crime. President Cerar Oaviria ha8 reiterate8 that the link@ in the 

chains of crime are reaching farther into all countries and that criminal 

groupr are becoming true multinational organirstions. Todap’m criniaalr, pay 

no heed to nationalities or borders. The interna~ionaliratian of crime must 

be opposed by the unive~aaliration of justice. 

Cloaer cooperation must be sought between judicial power and the 

authorities of the various States. Colombia is developing a strategy aimed at 

expediting the procedurea for furnishing evidence and probative material 

requested by foreign authoritiea. We believe it is the moral and legal 

obligation of all Statea to make available any evidence they have against 

criminals, particularly if these criminals are involved in crimes of 

multinational scope such as drug trafficking and terrorism. These actions 

must be reinforced by promoting legal mechanisms and progranureer within the 

framework of the United Nations. 

One problem that is of great concern to my Government is that of arms 

dealing. Clearly, in order to reduce or limit arms dealing, as in any 

business, it will be necessary to reduce the demand aa wall aa the supply. We 

believe that this is a most propitious moment to move ahead ir; this aren. 

The end of the cold war offers us a great opportunity to invest in 

development, using resources devoted to military expenditures. The “peace 

dividend” should be backed up by plans to switch over to civil production. In 

addition, efforta for disarmrlment should be complemented by meaaurea to reduce 

the pressures that lead to 8rmm production and exportation. The authorities 

of all our countries should commit themselves to giving priority to the 

establishment of effective control over the licit and illicit transfer of 
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arms, especially wbsn they are being sent to areas of conflict or to regions 

affected by the viorencs generated by criminal activity. 

The intarxxational colanunity must recognise the conaegaences of poverty 

for world stability. For a number of years now. Colombie has pressed 

initiatives in various forums in the search for a solution that should be 

approached with the same sense of urgency that other crisis situations bave 

aroused. 

Priority must bs given on the international agenda to reactivating the 

economies of developing countries by opening up the markets of industrialised 

countries to their exports. This is the type of solidarity that we seek from 

the developed world. 

The relaxing of tension5 between the super-Powers has not put bread on 

the table of the poor. Neither poverty nor social injustice has been 

eliminated. On the contrary, for most countries, the conditions for 

developmeut continue to be adverser technology is beyond their grasp, the 

major markets for their products continue to be highly protected, encl their 

status as debtors keeps them in the position of being net exporters of 

capital. 

Colombia has offered to be the host country for the eighth United Nations 

Conference on Trade end Development (UNCTAD) ia 1992. In order to ensure the 

success of the eighth IRKTAD. we must reformulate the criteria and mechanisms 

related to the economic and social development of our countries. It will be 

an opportunity to create new channels of comunication betveen the North a& 

the South around themes that have traditionally created controversy, but that 

we must now examine from the perspectives that currently characterire 

international aialogue. The backdrop for the meeting is the future 
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functioning of the Organiration and the evolving nayotiatione of the Uruguay 

Round. 

The eighth UNCTAD has to be the start of a new phrse, of an era in which 

to take advantage of the opportunities that have opened up for international 

cooperation following the end of the East-West conflict, t. successful 

restructuring of UNCTM, based on cooperation between the various groups of 

countries that comprise it, would be a good precedent for the reform8 that 

need to be made in the United Nations system. 

Colombia looks forward with optimism to the forthcoming Conference on the 

Environment and Development which is to take place in June 1992 in Rio de 

Janeiro. This “Earth Gusunit” will have to strsngt:len the mechanism8 of 

international cooperation around this global theme. Neither the application 

of a model of rapacious development in the South nor the abandonment of 

economic growth is an option for solving the environmental crisis. Based on 

the joint responsibility of the nations of the North and of the South, it is 

necessary (.o open up possibilities for a model of sustainable development. 

The industrialized Countries have to pay the ecological debt they have 

incurred with mankind. 
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tClr.aUn,CiRb 

IO the fim]Ld of humen riqhte, the Orgaai8atioo Cao justly claim that It 

haa perfoma a l ucceeeful tb%k Of uniVerB81 ~COPit. It ia high t!.me for the 

culture Of human rightr to b#cOlne part Of Our CiViXiSatiOn. 

AdvaEce8 in a0mcracy and progreme in rolving conflict8 require 

conaitione of aevelopmnt ana social jurtice that allow the full play of 

economic, racial end cultural righte. The World COnfOreOCo on Human Riqhtr in 

1993 will theroforo be one of the most important event8 of this decade. 

Deepit. the various OatiOnal P=9pOCtiVO8, we believe that a coomeomm is 

gradually building ae to the kind of international environment that we must 

all promote end the contribution that all Of US from tha veriour region6 and 

group8 of couotrier cao sake to that new global context for peace and 

development. The developed countries must act with imagination and generosity 

to enbure that the developing countrie8 have ample and sufficient reaourcea to 

enable them to undertake the productive iavestmentr that they could not manage 

to make alone. 

There ia no better place then this to cell for peace. The ~UCCII~ the 

Salvadorian people and Government have achieved, with the support of the 

United Rations, ir the best tribute to, and example of, Latin hmorica’a 

contribution to world peace. 

Today WC) have an unprecedented opportunity tu face up with optimism to a 

new era for our Organiration. We must jointly and severally accept this 

historic opportunity am authors of the promising future of mankind. 

&m (Honduras) (interpretation from Spanish): On 

behalf of the people and the Government of Honduras, I should like to Q%pIeSb 

to the President our congratUlatfOns on his eiection to stewardship over the 

work of the current session of the General Assembly. The international 

conununity, in entrusting 80 delicate a Set Of responsibilities to him, has 



paid a well-dorervod tribute to him perronal writr a8 well am to Bautli 

Arabia, which only a few months ago muccorrfully defended it8 threatened 

rovereignty. 

I should like to place on I ,cord the appreciation of the Government of 

Honduras for the direct, eflwtive and unceamlng work done by the 

Secretary-General, Javier Psren de Cuellar, in carrying out hi8 highly 

responsible tasks. I should alao like to congratulate the Republic of Korea. 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, the Federated States of Micronesia, 

the Republic of the Marshall IalanCo, the Republic of Krtonis, the Republic of 

Latvia and the Republic of Lithuania on their admission to membership of the 

United Nutions. Their participation will undoubtedly contribute to the 

renewal of criteria and mechanisms, thus furthering the full realitation of 

the principles and objcctivor enshrined in the Charter. 

In welccming the Baltic States, we can do no less than erpre3s our 

satisfaction at witnessing an act of historic reparation of great significance 

to the active reality of an international order based on law and justice. 

Lithuania, Kstonia and Latvia were absorbed by the Soviet Union by an act of 

force during +he turmoil of the i;econd World War. Their forcible annexation 

was so;nething which, sooner or later, had to be subjected to the sole proof of 

legitimacy the modern world know: self-determination for its peoples, freely 

expressed under clear and objective rules and guarantees. 

This is indeed what did take place throughout 1990 and 1991 and these 

ftindamental facts, this exercise of fundamental rights, are indeed what the 

central authorities of the Soviet Union and the international community have 

recognited. It is the right approach, and it is the approach which our 

Organization shoulfl not only encourage, but rather resolutely promote by all 

the political, legrl and economic means at its disposal. 
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mm admission of the Republic of Korea ia ala0 an act of justice; as the 

Korean people has offered continual proof of its adherence to the democratic 

ideal, and as this friendly, peace-loving nation, despite the vicissitudes to 

which its geopolitical situation has subjected it in the strategic 

confrontation between the great Powers, has managed to move forwards with 

evident prosperity and its own identity, which fully justify its incorporation 

as a new Member of the United Nations. 

We are sure that the simultaneous admission of the two Korean States will 

be grounds for optimism for the dialogue on reuuification and peaceful 

coexistence that the authorities of the two States are contlucting and for a 

peaceful solution to the disputes separating them. 

The transformation in the world scene is taking place because of a 

radical change in political perceptions. This new vision has led, as a 

consequence. to concepts which are linked not only with the internal economic 

production systems of States and the representativity of their Governments but 

also with national autonomy and identity, ubich help to forge a new and just 

geopolitical system. All this has paved the way for an unprecedented advance 

in the world-wide consolidation of democracy. 

The recent events in the Soviet Union are further proof of these trends. 

My Government places on record its support for, and satisfaction at, the 

display of comsitnIent to the ideals of democratic change by the Bussiau people 

and reaffirms its full readiness to develop greater ties of cooperation with 

the Soviet Union and with the sovereign States of the tJnion. 

The United Nations, because of its universal nature. has taken the lead 

in seeking to keep the development of these political phenomena witbin the 

framework of the aims and principles set out in its Charter. When far-reaching 
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questions arise within various Member States of our Organixatfoa about the new 

destinies their peoples wish to forge, and when bilateral and regional 

relations go through acute crises in tbe guest for a new order based on 

justice aad equity, the United Hations Charter gives ue the lasting principles 

ubicb afford us the rigbt solutions to the difficulties which arise. 

This is the best moment for a8 to mpport the Secretary-General in his 

initiative to enable the mitea lsation6 to practice real preventive diplomacy 

aa an active part in forming and maintaining the aem international order. 

Also, my Government would like to express ita gratitude for the role the 

United Rations is playing through its peace-keeping missions. The operations 

the Organisations has carried out in this field hawe led to a reduction in 

tensions aad are helpiag to establish the necessary climate of confidence to 

master the sensitive situations which periodically occur in various regions. 
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(Hr. Cariss Zawita. Honduras) 

The Government of Elonduras is participating in the United Nations Mission 

for the Referendum in Western Sahara, nhich is supervising the organisation of 

the referendwn to be held in the Western Sahara. The confrontation that has 

occurred in that territory must thus give way, with the help of the United 

Nations, to a political solution in which the will of the people is expressed 

by a vote under international supervision. 

IZI the context of current international problemsr the series of conflicts 

subsumed under the heading "Middle East" has over time c3me to be seen not 

only as extremely delicate but sometimes as almost ioqossible to resolve. In 

our judgement, the emotional burden created by various persecutions, wars, 

territorial conflicts and strategic considerations in a bipolar world used to 

contribute, among other factors, to frustrating intiatives aimed at 

rapprochement and any realistic search for lasting peace in that region. 

Today, by contrast, the Middle East is also seeing emerge the outlines of 

solutions under the auspices of this Organisation. The convening of a 

conference with wide-ranging participation - aimed at helping both the Israeli 

and the Arab sides involved tackle existing disputes - is gaining increasing 

acceptance as the best and most integral way of achieving peace and 

reconciliation in that region. 

Meanwhile, in South Africa, new political steps have brought about the 

formal dismantling of the apartheid laws. This is a positive development that 

must be seen through to effective completion via practical measures that have 

real impact on the vast majority of the population. Above all, there must be 

a deepening of the dialogue between the Government and the African National 

Congress with a view to ensuring an orderly transition to a society of greater 

justice and shared prosperity. 
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In Central America, the United Nations contribution to peace ha8 been 

timely and invaluable. The socio-political problems faced by certain 

countries, together with tensions between States that reflect the Eaat-Wast 

conflict in the area, triggered an acute crisis in the 1980s that poaed a real 

threat tc regional and international peace and security. In that context, 

Honduras promoted from the outset greater and effective participation by third 

countries and the United Wations towards a solution to the Central American 

crisis. 

In 1991, because of firm abidance by commitments made by the Presidents 

3f the five countries of the Esguipulas process, and through the establishment 

rf democracy iB all the Central American countries, it can be said that the 

phase of confrontation has given way to understanding and cooperation. 

The Government of Honduras resolutely supports progress made in that 

context last week and yesterday within the framework of the dialogue for 

peace, justice aud democracy in Bl Salvador. We are firmly committed to the 

idea that the accords thdt have been negotiated between the Government headed 

by President Cristiani and the Prente Par&undo Marti should be consolidated. 

We hope there will soon be a cease-fire and that the reCOZICiliatiOB for which 

the Salvadorian family strives will be fully achieved, so that within that 

neighbouring nation a democratic and tolerant society will take root, thus 

expressing the dedication and hard work of the Salvadorian people. 

Tovards that end, the presence in Central America of the United Nations 

continues to be necessary. The work of the United Uations Observer Mission in 

El Salvador (OSlEXAL) is crucial to ensure compliance with the accords uorked 

out betveen the Government and the Prente Parabundo Marti in connection with 

human rights and a future verification of the cease-fire. 
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Moreover , my Government maintains that we nurt koop United Nations 

obrervers in certain border area8 between El Salvsdor and Honduras. That ir 

why, along with the other Central American Governments, we would like to 

request the ertensioa for another sir months of the mandate of the United 

Nations Observer Group in Central America (ONUCA). The United Nations 

participation is thur not confined merely to monitoring compliance with 

certain conrnitments which the Central American Governments assumed via the 

Lsquipulas II accordrJ it also involve6 the adoption of approaches to rerolve 

El Salvador’s domestic problems, a coatribution which the Government of 

Honduras supports. 

In the specific field of Central American security, the Security 

Conunisaion that has been meeting, with United Nations participation on an 

observer basis, has not made the progress my Government had hoped for. 

Because of the persistence of armed conflict, there has been a delay in 

handing over an inventory of installations and arnaments on the part of the 

military and security forces in each country. In Honduras’ case, such an 

inventory was submitted on 6 June to the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations as well as to the Secretary-General of the Organitation of American 

State8. Beyond that, we must study and adopt machinery that will ensure a 

military balance among the States of the region. 

In this context, my Governntmr has taken the initiative to propose to our 

Central American neighbours a comprehensive draft regional security treaty, a 

document that was taken note of by the Central American Presidents at the 

tenth regional summit conferance held from 15 to 17 July this year. It has 

been the subject of negotiation since then with a view to the adoption, before 

the end of this year, of a pertinent instrument on the subject. 
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(Wr. Carias Zgpata. Wonauras) 

The task of bringing peace to Central America will never be complete if 

the leaders and their peoples do not manage to meet and master the major 

challenges facing us as we seek to achieve sustained economic development in 

the contaxt of societies in vhich social justice, liberty, democracy and 

development will be indestructible pillars of independence and sovereignty. 

The President of Honduras, Rafael Leonardo Callejes, together vith the 

Presidents of the other five Central American countries, has therefore been 

promoting economic integration in Central America to the greatest possible 

extent. Effective steps have been taken to ensure that, within an appropriate 

institutional framework and with the support of the international community, 

as well as the active involvament of entrepreneurs and workers as economic 

protagonists, we might arrive relatively soon at a standardisation and 

progressive reduction of tariffs yis-&-vi@ the outside world. We also seek to 

establish intensive programsnes of industrial conversion and an accelerated 

liberalisation of intra-Central American trade involving industrial and 

agricultural products, along with a progressive integration of financial 

services. 

The economic structural adjustments to which we are connnitted make 

genuine international solidarity more necessary than ever before. Should 

patterns of economic behaviour based on statistics alone continue to emerge’, 

each country and the international community as a whole will face an era of 

greater distrust and despair. 
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cm--BQJlllrrrBn 1 

Bconomic dircipliaa, in thlo global contaxt, muot bo divaroifimd and 

corroctod through progrmmeo of l 0ci81 compeno8tioa. urd tboro lu8t be 8 fast 

method of dloburoiq official loano, 81OfM-J with 9rO8ter psrtiCip8tiOn in 

doveloping countriao by the finaaciol and l atrepranrurial l octoro of the 

induotrialioed world. South-South coopor8tion must 8loo be chsnnollod towards 

mom practical goalo. Bottor meano muot bo doviood to allow UII to ohsre our 

experience better and uoo our roopoctivo compotitivo advantage8 to the best 

offm2t. 

Generally l peaking, my Govornamnt hoper to 8.0 a conotructiva dialogue 

between North and South th8t would lead uo toward8 an ell-oacompsosing 

l tratogy baood upon conoonouo which would guarantao real progreoo towards the 

attainment of the goal8 we have ret for our countrieo by the yosr 2000. 

Conoiotont with tbooo arpirationo and thooo rooponoibilitioo, the 

Government of Hondurao io organising a Central American prooidontial ournmit 

meeting. to be held ia my country next December, focusing on oocial matters 

and question8 relating to childon. Ue are convinced that at that time we 

shall be able to work out a strategy for human development in Central kmrrica 

which, Moidoo involving a coaitment to dealing with the traditional problems 

of poverty, malnutrition, illiteracy, ochool abandonment and unemployment, 

will come to grips with the deterioration of people's living conditivns 

through the effects of drug0 and the degradation of the environment. 

In Honduras we have eotabliahod a broad-ranging progransne aimed at 

achieving social equity, including progranuneo to assist mothers who are heads 

of families, A social fund for housing, a large-scale programme for 

construction of classroom8 with the appropriate furniture, and also the 

Honduran Social Investment Fund. The last-named institution has in recent 
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months succeeded in resolving enommus problems facing c0nneun ities and 

municipalities in Honduras with the use of local labour and technical. advice 

from our own national experts. It enjoy5 an excellent reputation 

internationally!. which make8 it easier for it to gain accese to resources from 

abroad for its human development projects. 

we are also keenly aware of the support that must be given to the 

forthcoming Earth Summit, as the United Nations Conference on Environment and 

Development, to be held in Rio de Janeiro from 1 to I2 June 1992, has been 

called. We are aware of the close relationship between economic development 

and the environment and consequently we are taking an active part in defining 

the basic principles that are to govern the economic and ecological behaviour 

of peoples and nations for ensuring a common future. 

We realise that we developing countries must not make the same mistakes 

as the developed countries have made as regards tple negative impact productive 

activity has had upon the environment. However, the progress and furtber 

development of the industrialired countries must not be pursued at the expense 

of the well-being end flourishing of our peoples. It is here that the concept 

of shared responsibility and international solidarity finds its fr-1 

application. 

As regards the regional agenda, Honduras , with its neighbour5 in Central 

America, is striving to improve the environment, by means of reforestation and 

protection of tropical forests, and also through a number of other measures, 

particularly in those areas where refugees and those displaced by the crisis 

of the 1980s were settled and where there have been difficulties ia regard to 

the preservation of the environment. My Government has also assumed its 

responsibility for the prerservation of the biosphere of th, Platano River, in 
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northern Eonduras, e heritage of mankind , according to a resolution of the 

united Bations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation, and the 

ssc0aa most important reservoir of natural oxygen in Latin America after th% 

Amason region, according to a stat%m%nt of the United Pations Environment 

Programme. 

hs we approach the end of this century, our Orgauixation will be marking 

its fiftieth anniversary. In view of the trends of population growth in a 

world where natural resources are becoming more an&more scarce and where 

technology, although it increases productivity, can also seriously harm the 

environment, we must stay alert. It must be understood that cooperation and 

solidarity between the developed Pilorth and the developing South must be the 

framework for our efforts for the new millennium. Let the colmuitm%nt to 

renewed cooperation and solidarity be one of the fundam%ntal guidelines for 

tbe United Bationa for tbe decade now beginning. Let us endeavour thus to 

make possible the attainment of the noble go;rls set forth in the Charter of 

our Organixation. 

The PRESIDENT: One representative wishes to speak in %x%rcis% of 

the right of reply. MaI I remind members that, in accordance uith General 

Assembly decision 341401, statements in exercise of the right of reply are 

limited to 10 minutes for the first intervention a8d to 5 minutes for the 

second and should be made by delegations from their seats. 

I call on tbe representative of France. 

Mr- kOfW.kDAU de la SADLIEW (France) (int%rpr%tation from French}: 

The Minister of Education of Papua Dew Guinea criticised my country in regard 

to the underground nuclear testing we are undertaking. I Shall not conment on 

the outrageous expressions he used, but I should like to recall that the 



underground testing that Prance is undertaking in its territory in Polynesia 

does not do any barn to the interests of the Staies of the region or to the 

healtb of the populations living there , nor Uoee it harm the environmaaL as 

several international and national commissions have quite smply shown in their 

on-site studies. The most recent mission to make a comparative study of 

radioactivity was carried out ia March 1991 by three different laboratories 

coacorsitantly, one of them being from the International Atomic Energy Agency. 

Those results will soon be published in this Organisation. I should like to 

conclude by adding that the studies carried out by that mission are available 

to all, just as are the seporta published every ye&r by my country on the 

monitoring of radioactivity in the region. 

The m-tiao rose at 6.40 . 


